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APRIL 14, 2016 8:00 A.M.-4:30 P.M.CAMPUS CENTER
Welcome to the James J. Whalen Academic Symposium! This is the showcase at  
Ithaca College for works of scholarship, research, and creativity by our students.
You will find in this program evidence of excellence from each of the college’s five schools. 
Please take the time to stroll through our poster sessions, attend our symposia, and talk 
with our presenters. Our students are impressive in the range of topics and methods that 
they choose to explore with their faculty advisors. We all benefit from the commitment to 
excellence that is on display here today. Be prepared to be stimulated and excited by all  
you see and hear!
Wade Pickren
Director, Center for Faculty Excellence and Sponsored Research
Ithaca College offers our students tremendous opportunities to complete independent 
research projects and present them at the annual James J. Whalen Academic Symposium. 
The symposium gives students valuable experience in posing an important question, 
assembling evidence related to the question, analyzing that evidence, and communicating 
the results orally and in writing. Whether a student decides to pursue a future in research or 
any other professional field, these foundational skills are developed and honed only through 
practice. The Whalen Symposium offers a fascinating window into the research being 
completed by our students across the entire range of human endeavor and knowledge.
Thomas R. Rochon
President
Mentored inquiry is one the most powerful learning experiences in college. At Ithaca 
College, we are proud that so many of our talented faculty and students work together—
across the extraordinary breadth of our disciplines—to explore the frontiers of knowledge  
and creativity in scholarly, professional, and artistic contexts. Today, at our 19th annual 
Whalen Academic Symposium, we celebrate our students, their accomplishments, and  
the faculty mentors who have guided them.
Benjamin Rifkin
Provost and Vice President for Educational Affairs
Whalen Symposium Steering Committee
Yvonne Rogalski, Department of Speech-Language Pathology and Audiology (committee chair)
Lisa Barnard, Department of Strategic Communication
Elizabeth Bergman, Department of Gerontology
Brandy Bessette-Symons, Department of Psychology
Marie Blouin, Department of Accounting
Chrystyna Dail, Department of Theatre Arts
Sean Eversley Bradwell, Center for the Study of Culture, Race, and Ethnicity
Derrick Fox, Department of Music Education
Anna Gardner, Sponsored Research
Cristina Gomez, Department of Mathematics
John Henderson, Ithaca College Library
Doreen Hettich-Atkins, Student Affairs and Campus Life
Rumit Singh Kakar, Department of Physical Therapy
Deb King, Department of Exercise and Sport Sciences
Drew Olkowski, Sponsored Research
Wade Pickren, Sponsored Research
Dave Prunty, Auxiliary Services
Kelly Stern, Office of Strategic Marketing Communications
Robert Sullivan, Department of Communication Studies
MaryAnn Taylor, Sponsored Research
Douglas Turnbull, Department of Computer Science
Kimberly Wilson, Department of Occupational Therapy
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The James J. Whalen Academic Symposium honors past president James J. Whalen’s 
dedication to student learning and undergraduate research. Ithaca College has a long 
tradition of fostering student learning through collaborative research with faculty mentors, 
and the success of that tradition has been demonstrated repeatedly as Ithaca’s students 
have presented their findings at conferences such as the national meeting of the Council on 
Undergraduate Research and the Eastern Colleges Science Conference. Today’s symposium 
marks the 18th anniversary of the first-ever Whalen Symposium in 1997. Today’s program 
provides a rich sample of the wide range of undergraduate research at Ithaca College. On 
behalf of the steering committee, we would like to thank and congratulate all participants 
in today’s event for their hard work and dedication to the ideas and values of past president 
James J. Whalen.
“Be open to life. Do not allow conformity to wear down your 
aspirations. Have the courage to trust your own dreams.”
  James J. Whalen
  President of Ithaca College, 1975–1997
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Schedule of Events
8:00–8:30 a.m. REGISTRATION
8:30–9:15 a.m.  OPENING CEREMONY
 Welcome and Opening Remarks: Yvonne Rogalski, Chair
 Keynote Presentation: Luke Keller, Professor,  
 Department of Physics and Astronomy, and  
 Madison Mangano ’16
9:25 a.m.–3:50 p.m. ORAL PRESENTATION SESSIONS
9:25–10:00 a.m. SESSION 1
10:05–10:40 a.m.  SESSION 2
10:50–11:25 a.m. SESSION 3
11:30 a.m.–12:05 p.m. SESSION 4
12:10–1:00 p.m. SESSION 5 (finalists for awards) 
1:10–1:45 p.m. SESSION 6
1:50–2:25 p.m.  SESSION 7
2:35–3:10 p.m. SESSION 8
3:15–3:50 p.m. SESSION 9
3:45–4:15 p.m. CLOSING RECEPTION and AWARD CEREMONY
ABOUT THE KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
Luke Keller, professor of physics and astronomy, is a co-investigator 
with a team of scientists and engineers who designed and built an 
infrared camera and spectrometer for NASA’s airborne Stratospheric 
Observatory for Infrared Astronomy (SOFIA). 
Madison Mangano ’16 is a senior in the Department of Physics  
and Astronomy and is minoring in honors and mathematics.
Keller and Mangano will present on Mangano’s senior thesis, 
“Listening to the Atoms and Molecules of Distant Solar Systems.” 
Complex spectral data sets were analyzed through sonification, 
which transforms light signals into audio signals and allows users  
to experience the light spectra of stars and other objects in the 
universe as sounds.
“We present the sounds of atoms and molecules commonly 
observed in space and compare them to sonified spectra of newly 
forming solar systems,” says Keller. “In just minutes, an audience  
of non-astrophysicists will be using these sounds to describe their 
physical characteristics; we’ll be a room full of astrophysicists!”
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CULTIVATING INNOVATIVE, HOLISTIC,  
AND VISIONARY THINKERS
The ICC is a set of thought-provoking academic experiences 
designed to help students connect concepts across disciplines. 
This year, several of the sessions have been grouped by ICC 
theme. First-year students may wish to attend sessions that 
are in their chosen theme but of course are welcome to attend 
sessions in any other theme, as well. We hope that connecting 
to the ICC themes will inspire us all to think about the ways in 
which our areas of research are related.
INQUIRY, IMAGINATION, AND INNOVATION
How do we know what we know?
IDENTITIES
Who are we, and how do we distinguish ourselves from others?
MIND, BODY, SPIRIT
What does it mean to be a balanced person?
THE QUEST FOR A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE
How do we sustain a growing population with limited resources?
A WORLD OF SYSTEMS
How do people make sense of and navigate complexity?
POWER AND JUSTICE
How are they related, and how can they be balanced?
INTEGRATIVE CORE CURRICULUM (ICC)
NORTH FOYER, PHILLIPS HALL
Poster Sessions
                
Title of Presentation Student Name(s)  Faculty Sponsor(s) Department(s) ICC Theme
SESSIONS 1 & 2: 9:25–10:40 A.M.   
Monitoring Total Dissolved Solids Spikes  Rebecca Newman Chris Sinton Environmental Studies and Sciences 
in a Stormwater Retention Pond, Ithaca College    
Food Chain Analysis of Microbeads on Daphnia magna  Megan Archino Susan Allen-Gil Environmental Studies and Sciences 
and Fathead Minnows (Pimephales Promelas)   Sarah Schmidlin  
Environmental Sustainability Comparison of the  Kyle D. James Jake Brenner Environmental Studies and Sciences 
Sydney 2000 and Athens 2004 Olympic Games Marieme Foote   
Benefits of Hydroponic  Courtney Denardo Paula Turkon Environmental Studies and Sciences 
and Aquaponic Systems  
Considerations When Designing and Building  Robert Tolette Paula Turkon Environmental Studies and Sciences 
Indoor Growing Systems   
Ascorbic Acid in Vegetative Produce Cultivated  Stephanie McCulloch Paula Turkon Environmental Studies and Sciences 
in Aquaponic and Conventional Systems:  Marissa Zuckerman 
A Comparative Analysis    
Comparative Physiological Assessment  Erika Bucior Peter Melcher Biology 
between Native and Invasive Scaevola Species
Implementing Fidelity Principles and Measures  Kelly Cusick Carole White Dennis Occupational Therapy 
in Research in Occupational Therapy Megan Davis
Case Study: Online Discount Retail Trends  Lisa Famularo William Tastle Business-Management 
and Flash-Sale Performance at Gilt Groupe Amanda Lee     
 John Allred
Surgical Intervention of a Navicular Stress Fracture  Sonia DelBusso Michael Matheny Exercise and Sport Sciences 
with Non-Union in a Collegiate Soccer Player: A Case Study
SESSIONS 3 & 4: 10:50 A.M.–12:05 P.M.
Not Black and White: The Connection Chloe Lewis Hugh Stephenson Psychology 
between Race, Anxiety, and Depression Venus Figueroa 
 Rosemarie Veltri 
Building Social Communication Success with  Olivia Amelio Marie Sanford Speech-Language Pathology and Audiology 
Young Adults with Autism: A Focus Group Analysis   Kathleen Brand Jana Waller 
 Allison Coleman  
 Tina Caswell 
 Alexandra Gaul   
 Marisa Mooney
Confidence Levels of Future Health Professionals  Kristen Pompey Yvonne Rogalski Speech-Language Pathology and Audiology 
Communicating with People with Aphasia
Sex Is Not Just in the City: Historical Changes  Zoe Ettelman Cyndy Scheibe Psychology 
in Sexual Content in Sitcoms (1995–2015) 
Violence Is Still Cool: A Content Analysis of Physical  Steven Bencosme Cyndy Scheibe Psychology 
Violence in Children’s TV Programs (1994–2014) Gabrielle Davidoff
“Just Say Yes”: Messages about Drugs,  Eli Hayes Cyndy Scheibe Psychology 
Alcohol, and Cigarettes on Television Nicole Mihelis
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NORTH FOYER, PHILLIPS HALL
Poster Sessions
                
Title of Presentation Student Name(s)  Faculty Sponsor(s) Department(s) ICC Theme
SESSIONS 1 & 2: 9:25–10:40 A.M.   
Monitoring Total Dissolved Solids Spikes  Rebecca Newman Chris Sinton Environmental Studies and Sciences 
in a Stormwater Retention Pond, Ithaca College    
Food Chain Analysis of Microbeads on Daphnia magna  Megan Archino Susan Allen-Gil Environmental Studies and Sciences 
and Fathead Minnows (Pimephales Promelas)   Sarah Schmidlin  
Environmental Sustainability Comparison of the  Kyle D. James Jake Brenner Environmental Studies and Sciences 
Sydney 2000 and Athens 2004 Olympic Games Marieme Foote   
Benefits of Hydroponic  Courtney Denardo Paula Turkon Environmental Studies and Sciences 
and Aquaponic Systems  
Considerations When Designing and Building  Robert Tolette Paula Turkon Environmental Studies and Sciences 
Indoor Growing Systems   
Ascorbic Acid in Vegetative Produce Cultivated  Stephanie McCulloch Paula Turkon Environmental Studies and Sciences 
in Aquaponic and Conventional Systems:  Marissa Zuckerman 
A Comparative Analysis    
Comparative Physiological Assessment  Erika Bucior Peter Melcher Biology 
between Native and Invasive Scaevola Species
Implementing Fidelity Principles and Measures  Kelly Cusick Carole White Dennis Occupational Therapy 
in Research in Occupational Therapy Megan Davis
Case Study: Online Discount Retail Trends  Lisa Famularo William Tastle Business-Management 
and Flash-Sale Performance at Gilt Groupe Amanda Lee     
 John Allred
Surgical Intervention of a Navicular Stress Fracture  Sonia DelBusso Michael Matheny Exercise and Sport Sciences 
with Non-Union in a Collegiate Soccer Player: A Case Study
SESSIONS 3 & 4: 10:50 A.M.–12:05 P.M.
Not Black and White: The Connection Chloe Lewis Hugh Stephenson Psychology 
between Race, Anxiety, and Depression Venus Figueroa 
 Rosemarie Veltri 
Building Social Communication Success with  Olivia Amelio Marie Sanford Speech-Language Pathology and Audiology 
Young Adults with Autism: A Focus Group Analysis   Kathleen Brand Jana Waller 
 Allison Coleman  
 Tina Caswell 
 Alexandra Gaul   
 Marisa Mooney
Confidence Levels of Future Health Professionals  Kristen Pompey Yvonne Rogalski Speech-Language Pathology and Audiology 
Communicating with People with Aphasia
Sex Is Not Just in the City: Historical Changes  Zoe Ettelman Cyndy Scheibe Psychology 
in Sexual Content in Sitcoms (1995–2015) 
Violence Is Still Cool: A Content Analysis of Physical  Steven Bencosme Cyndy Scheibe Psychology 
Violence in Children’s TV Programs (1994–2014) Gabrielle Davidoff
“Just Say Yes”: Messages about Drugs,  Eli Hayes Cyndy Scheibe Psychology 
Alcohol, and Cigarettes on Television Nicole Mihelis
Title of Presentation Student Name(s) Faculty Sponsor(s) Department(s) ICC Theme
That’s Crazy! A Content Analysis of Mental Illness on Television Zaira Gomez Cyndy Scheibe Psychology
Nathan Hochberger
Exploring Categorization and Arousal Hannah Trad Brandy Bessette-Symons Psychology
in Emotional Recognition Memory Meghan Chasse-Perry 
Lindsay Osgood 
Meredith Atwater
Effects of Yoga Program on Collegiate Male Rowers Angela Di Francesco Barbara Belyea Physical Therapy
Braden George
The Practical Implications of Impulsivity on Behavior Emily Knight              Hugh Stephenson Psychology
Jessica Ovalle
Dispelling the Myth: The Effects of Parental Marital Status Jasmine Collazo Hugh Stephenson Psychology
on Adult Children’s Relationships and Mood Anne Tierney 
SESSION 5: 12:10–1:00 P.M. 
Finalists for Awards
Physical and Emotional Neglect, Self-Harm, Grainne Daly Hugh Stephenson Psychology
and Hostility Rosemarie Veltri 
Matt Dankanich 
Kayla VandeSande
Learning to Think by Learning to Move: Assessing Cognition 
in Infants with and without Locomotor Experience  Emily Hsu Nancy Rader Psychology Other
Giovanna Muise 
The Benefits of a Six-Week Intensive Dual-Intervention  Joseph Bello Jill Mayer Physical Therapy
Land- and Aquatic-Based Physical Therapy Treatment Plan Theresa Ferrante Chris McNamara
for a Patient with the Miller Fisher Variant of Acute  Matthew Koval 
Demyelinating Polyneuropathy: A Case Report Nicole O’Brien 
Nicholas LeClair
Non-Medical Use of Prescription ADHD Medication Taylor Ford Stephen Sweet Sociology
at Ithaca College
Diagnosis of an ACL Tear with Negative Lachman’s Carrine Putnam Courtney Gray Exercise and Sport Sciences
Identification of Suppressors of LIN-35 Cynthia Becker Te-Wen Lo Biology Other
in C. elegans using RNAi
Plant Uptake of Heavy Metals from Bombing Sites Danielle Bucior Susan Witherup Biology
on the Island of Vieques, Puerto Rico
Identifying the Signals Involved in Gene Regulation  Benjamin Jung Maki Inada Biochemistry
of Duplicated Genes That Arose from Genome Duplication




Analysis and Solutions for Homelessness among Veterans Emily S. Warfle Stewart Auyash Health Promotion and Physical Education Other
Lower Extremity Biomechanics Displayed Jamie Kronenberg Rumit Singh Kakar Physical Therapy Other
by Individuals with Adolescent Idiopathic  
Scoliosis during Vertical Jumps
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Title of Presentation Student Name(s) Faculty Sponsor(s) Department(s) ICC Theme
That’s Crazy! A Content Analysis of Mental Illness on Television Zaira Gomez Cyndy Scheibe Psychology 
Nathan Hochberger
Exploring Categorization and Arousal Hannah Trad Brandy Bessette-Symons Psychology 
in Emotional Recognition Memory Meghan Chasse-Perry
Lindsay Osgood
Meredith Atwater
Effects of Yoga Program on Collegiate Male Rowers Angela Di Francesco Barbara Belyea Physical Therapy 
Braden George
The Practical Implications of Impulsivity on Behavior Emily Knight              Hugh Stephenson Psychology 
Jessica Ovalle
Dispelling the Myth: The Effects of Parental Marital Status Jasmine Collazo Hugh Stephenson Psychology 
on Adult Children’s Relationships and Mood Anne Tierney
SESSION 5: 12:10–1:00 P.M.
Finalists for Awards
Physical and Emotional Neglect, Self-Harm, Grainne Daly Hugh Stephenson Psychology 
and Hostility Rosemarie Veltri
Matt Dankanich
Kayla VandeSande
Learning to Think by Learning to Move: Assessing Cognition 
in Infants with and without Locomotor Experience Emily Hsu Nancy Rader Psychology Other 
Giovanna Muise
The Benefits of a Six-Week Intensive Dual-Intervention Joseph Bello Jill Mayer Physical Therapy 
Land- and Aquatic-Based Physical Therapy Treatment Plan Theresa Ferrante Chris McNamara 
for a Patient with the Miller Fisher Variant of Acute Matthew Koval
Demyelinating Polyneuropathy: A Case Report Nicole O’Brien
Nicholas LeClair
Non-Medical Use of Prescription ADHD Medication Taylor Ford Stephen Sweet Sociology 
at Ithaca College
Diagnosis of an ACL Tear with Negative Lachman’s Carrine Putnam Courtney Gray Exercise and Sport Sciences 
Identification of Suppressors of LIN-35 Cynthia Becker Te-Wen Lo Biology Other 
in C. elegans using RNAi
Plant Uptake of Heavy Metals from Bombing Sites Danielle Bucior Susan Witherup Biology 
on the Island of Vieques, Puerto Rico
Identifying the Signals Involved in Gene Regulation Benjamin Jung Maki Inada Biochemistry 
of Duplicated Genes That Arose from Genome Duplication




Analysis and Solutions for Homelessness among Veterans Emily S. Warfle Stewart Auyash Health Promotion and Physical Education Other
Lower Extremity Biomechanics Displayed Jamie Kronenberg Rumit Singh Kakar Physical Therapy Other 
by Individuals with Adolescent Idiopathic 
Scoliosis during Vertical Jumps
Title of Presentation Student Name(s) Faculty Sponsor(s) Department(s) ICC Theme




The Microbial Safety of Aquaponic Produce: Stephanie McCulloch Paula Turkon Environmental Studies and Sciences
A Comparative Analysis of E. coli Presence  
in Aquaponic and Conventional Systems
Developing a Vegetarian Fish Food to Close the Loop Chase Lurgio Paula Turkon Environmental Studies and Sciences
in Aquaponic Production Systems
How Gendered and Non-Gendered Grammar Structures Kaitlyn Matrassi Sergio Pedro Modern Languages and Literatures
Correlate to Semantic Thought 
Thinking Outside the Lab: Overcoming Obstacles 
Matt Branneman Mary Turner DePalma Psychology










Eva Garcia Ferres 
Christopher O’Brien 
Megan Tracy
An Examination of the Quality of Matt Branneman Mary Turner DePalma Psychology









Eva Garcia Ferres 
Christopher O’Brien 
Megan Tracy
How We Assess Learning in Introductory Computer Science: Carrie Lindeman Toby Dragon Computer Science
An Interactive Textbook
Arena: A Qualitative Exploration Jeffrey Rosen Nathan Prestopnik Computer Science
of Language Learning through Play Geneva Faraci 
Nicole Lane
Diagnosing the Non-Replication of a Classic Elaboration Kanako Kambe Leigh Ann Vaughn Psychology 
Likelihood Effect in Many Labs 3  
Mulligan Taping: A Solution for Plantar Fasciitis Blair Carney  Michael Buck Physical Therapy Other
Jospeh Dobbins 
Kyle Mun
Reliability of a Cybex Dynamometer to Determine Variables Larissa Melendez Thomas Swensen Exercise and Sport Sciences Other
of Trunk Flexion and Extension in College-Age Students  Rachel Simkins
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Title of Presentation Student Name(s) Faculty Sponsor(s) Department(s) ICC Theme




The Microbial Safety of Aquaponic Produce: Stephanie McCulloch Paula Turkon Environmental Studies and Sciences 
A Comparative Analysis of E. coli Presence 
in Aquaponic and Conventional Systems
Developing a Vegetarian Fish Food to Close the Loop Chase Lurgio Paula Turkon Environmental Studies and Sciences 
in Aquaponic Production Systems
How Gendered and Non-Gendered Grammar Structures Kaitlyn Matrassi Sergio Pedro Modern Languages and Literatures 
Correlate to Semantic Thought 
Thinking Outside the Lab: Overcoming Obstacles Matt Branneman
Mary Turner DePalma Psychology 












An Examination of the Quality of Matt Branneman Mary Turner DePalma Psychology 












How We Assess Learning in Introductory Computer Science: Carrie Lindeman Toby Dragon Computer Science 
An Interactive Textbook
Arena: A Qualitative Exploration Jeffrey Rosen Nathan Prestopnik Computer Science 
of Language Learning through Play Geneva Faraci
Nicole Lane
Diagnosing the Non-Replication of a Classic Elaboration Kanako Kambe Leigh Ann Vaughn Psychology 
Likelihood Effect in Many Labs 3 
Mulligan Taping: A Solution for Plantar Fasciitis Blair Carney Michael Buck Physical Therapy Other 
Jospeh Dobbins
Kyle Mun
Reliability of a Cybex Dynamometer to Determine Variables Larissa Melendez Thomas Swensen Exercise and Sport Sciences Other 
of Trunk Flexion and Extension in College-Age Students Rachel Simkins
SESSIONS 6 & 7: 1:10–2:25 P.M.
Title of Presentation Student Name(s) Faculty Sponsor(s) Department(s) ICC Theme
Theoretical Model of  Josneiry Jablonski Kari Brossard Stoos Health Promotion and Physical Education
a Novel Toothbrush Design
BookBuds Shelby Cohen Toby Dragon Computer Science Other
SESSIONS 8 & 9: 2:35–3:50 P.M.  
Maple Energy Dexter Puls Christopher Sinton Environmental Studies and Sciences
Joseph Sprung 
Zachary Conner
California’s Drought  Sam Owens Christopher Sinton Environmental Studies and Sciences
and Micro-Breweries
Roadside Spring Water Consumption Patterns Emily Horowitz Christopher Sinton Environmental Studies and Sciences
Cassie Schuttrumpf
Water Quality of Roadside Springs Tara Perry Christopher Sinton Environmental Studies and Sciences
in Slaterville and Lisle, New York Jeff Silverman
How Occupational Therapy Addresses Hadiza Kassim Kimberly Wilkinson Occupational Therapy
People of Marginalized Identities 
Paving the Way for a Career in Applied Sport Lia Gorden Justine Vosloo Exercise and Sport Sciences Other
and Exercise Psychology  Alex Yarnell 
Victoria Blakeslee
Does Environmental Enrichment Alter Behavior  Tessa Alderman  Deborah Kreiss Psychology Other








Cross-Validation of a Figure Skating Blade  Cody Stahl Deborah King Exercise and Sport Sciences Other
Instrumented to Measure Figure Skating Impact Forces 
Determining the Origins of Perinatal Skeletons Margaret Butler Jennifer Muller Anthropology
in the Johns Hopkins Fetal Collection
Uses and Beneficial Effects of Horticultural Therapy Amanda Stephan Kimberly Wilkinson Occupational Therapy Other
in Occupational Therapy Practice Hannah Wilcox 
Alison Miller 
Cynthia Chesbro
CLARK LOUNGE, EGBERT HALL
SESSION 1: 9:25–10:00 A.M. 
The Heroin Epidemic in the United States: Helen Murphy Stewart Auyash Health Promotion and Physical Education
Our Neighbors, Our Neighborhood
Accessibility in Youth Sport Khalil Griffith Belisa Gonzalez Martin Luther King Scholar
#TelevisionSoWhite: Why Equal Representation Kenute Hammond Belisa Gonzalez Martin Luther King Scholar
Is Important to the Youth Mind
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Title of Presentation Student Name(s) Faculty Sponsor(s) Department(s) ICC Theme
Theoretical Model of Josneiry Jablonski Kari Brossard Stoos Health Promotion and Physical Education 
a Novel Toothbrush Design
BookBuds Shelby Cohen Toby Dragon Computer Science Other
SESSIONS 8 & 9: 2:35–3:50 P.M.
Maple Energy Dexter Puls Christopher Sinton Environmental Studies and Sciences 
Joseph Sprung
Zachary Conner
California’s Drought Sam Owens Christopher Sinton Environmental Studies and Sciences 
and Micro-Breweries
Roadside Spring Water Consumption Patterns Emily Horowitz Christopher Sinton Environmental Studies and Sciences 
Cassie Schuttrumpf
Water Quality of Roadside Springs Tara Perry Christopher Sinton Environmental Studies and Sciences 
in Slaterville and Lisle, New York Jeff Silverman
How Occupational Therapy Addresses Hadiza Kassim Kimberly Wilkinson Occupational Therapy 
People of Marginalized Identities
Paving the Way for a Career in Applied Sport Lia Gorden Justine Vosloo Exercise and Sport Sciences Other 
and Exercise Psychology Alex Yarnell
Victoria Blakeslee
Does Environmental Enrichment Alter Behavior Tessa Alderman Deborah Kreiss Psychology Other 








Cross-Validation of a Figure Skating Blade Cody Stahl Deborah King Exercise and Sport Sciences Other 
Instrumented to Measure Figure Skating Impact Forces
Determining the Origins of Perinatal Skeletons Margaret Butler Jennifer Muller Anthropology 
in the Johns Hopkins Fetal Collection
Uses and Beneficial Effects of Horticultural Therapy Amanda Stephan Kimberly Wilkinson Occupational Therapy Other 
in Occupational Therapy Practice Hannah Wilcox
Alison Miller
Cynthia Chesbro
CLARK LOUNGE, EGBERT HALL
SESSION 1: 9:25–10:00 A.M.
The Heroin Epidemic in the United States: Helen Murphy Stewart Auyash Health Promotion and Physical Education 
Our Neighbors, Our Neighborhood
Accessibility in Youth Sport Khalil Griffith Belisa Gonzalez Martin Luther King Scholar
#TelevisionSoWhite: Why Equal Representation Kenute Hammond Belisa Gonzalez Martin Luther King Scholar 
Is Important to the Youth Mind
Title of Presentation Student Name(s) Faculty Sponsor(s) Department(s) ICC Theme
SESSION 2: 10:05–10:40 A.M.
Bridging the Gap in Social Media Crisis Communication: Stephanie Gibbs Cory Young Strategic Communications


















From the Field: Moroccan Prostitutes  Kayla Dwyer Mary Stucky Journalism
Face Paradoxical Treatment and Criticism
SESSION 3: 10:50–11:25 A.M.
Is It Because I’m ____: Analyzing the Factors  Xavier Edwards Christopher House Communication Studies
between Brutality, Bullying, Race, and Urbanicity  
From Mammy to Madea: The Politics of Spectatorship Melani Lopez Andrew Utterson Media Arts, Sciences, and Studies
of the Black Female Body in American Cinema
Parallel Transformations in the Opera Aria  Marcia Rose Timothy Johnson Music Theory, History, and Composition
“La Mamma Morta” and the Film Philadelphia
SESSION 4: 11:30 A.M.–12:05 P.M. 
Finalist Session
The Effects of Cardiovascular Exercise on Singers in Training Heather Barnes Ivy Walz Music Performance
Music Education as Social Action: A Systematic Review Jocelyn Armes Keith Kaiser Music Education
of Literature and Research surrounding Incarcerated  
Students and the Impact of Music Programs
Seed to Cup McKinleigh Lair Carol Jennings Media Lab




SESSION 5: 12:10–1:00 P.M. 
Finalist Session
The Commodification of Salvation: Looking at the Spread Luke Heisinger Beliza Gonzalez Martin Luther King Scholar
of the Christian Prosperity Gospel in Ghana and Vietnam
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Title of Presentation Student Name(s) Faculty Sponsor(s) Department(s) ICC Theme
SESSION 2: 10:05–10:40 A.M.
Bridging the Gap in Social Media Crisis Communication: Stephanie Gibbs Cory Young Strategic Communications 


















From the Field: Moroccan Prostitutes Kayla Dwyer Mary Stucky Journalism 
Face Paradoxical Treatment and Criticism
SESSION 3: 10:50–11:25 A.M.
Is It Because I’m ____: Analyzing the Factors Xavier Edwards Christopher House Communication Studies 
between Brutality, Bullying, Race, and Urbanicity  
From Mammy to Madea: The Politics of Spectatorship Melani Lopez Andrew Utterson Media Arts, Sciences, and Studies 
of the Black Female Body in American Cinema
Parallel Transformations in the Opera Aria Marcia Rose Timothy Johnson Music Theory, History, and Composition 
“La Mamma Morta” and the Film Philadelphia
SESSION 4: 11:30 A.M.–12:05 P.M.
Finalist Session
The Effects of Cardiovascular Exercise on Singers in Training Heather Barnes Ivy Walz Music Performance
Music Education as Social Action: A Systematic Review Jocelyn Armes Keith Kaiser Music Education 
of Literature and Research surrounding Incarcerated
Students and the Impact of Music Programs
Seed to Cup McKinleigh Lair Carol Jennings Media Lab




SESSION 5: 12:10–1:00 P.M.
Finalist Session
The Commodification of Salvation: Looking at the Spread Luke Heisinger Beliza Gonzalez Martin Luther King Scholar 
of the Christian Prosperity Gospel in Ghana and Vietnam
Title of Presentation Student Name(s) Faculty Sponsor(s) Department(s) ICC Theme
Kairos and Crisis: Failure to Meet the Rhetorical Jordan Cowell Robert Sullivan Communication Studies
Situation of a Racial Crisis at Ithaca College
Analyzing Media’s Effects on College Erin Doran Blake Hendrickson Media Arts, Sciences, and Studies
Students’ Intimate Relationships Julia Willamson 
Madeline Feiner 
Daniel Considine
You Do You, Nessie: Political Satire Kimberly Golden Kati Lustyik Media Arts, Sciences, and Studies
and the Scottish Referendum  
The Paradox of Sustainability and Dominick Recckio Gordon Rowland Strategic Communications
the Global Betterment Imperative Megan Goldberg 
Kaitlin Logsdon 
Kaitlyn Tynczuk
SESSION 6: 1:10–1:45 P.M.
The Effect of Workplace Uncertainty on Nuria Hunter Gordon Rowland Strategic Communications
Self-Expansion within the Millennial Generation Hannah Jeon 
Charles Morris 
Julie Nishi
New Orleans and the Lower Ninth Ward: Taylor Graham Nicole Koschmann Park Scholar











SESSION 7: 1:50–2:25 P.M.
The Art of Revenge: An Examination of Korean Cinema Liam O’Toole Andrew Utterson Media Arts, Sciences, and Studies
Analyzing the Effects of Hip-Hop on Black Women Nuria Hunter Sean Eversley Bradwell Center for the Study of Culture, Race, and Ethnicity
Dear Babygirl April Carroll Elisabeth Nonas Media Arts, Sciences, and Studies
SESSION 8: 2:35–3:10 P.M.
Sit Down at a Stranger’s Computer: Fragmenting the  Taylor Greenwood Katharine Kittredge English
Creator and Subverting Validation in The Beginner’s Guide
Taming of the Tropes: The Pitfalls of YA Publishing and Its Future Gretchen Hohmeyer Katharine Kittredge English
From Animation to Active Imagination:  Ilana Goldstein Katharine Kittredge English
The Multimedia Evolution of Spongebob
SESSION 9: 3:15–3:50 P.M.
Gender and Narrative Limits in the Novels of Margaret Atwood Madeline Gerbig Dan Breen English Other
A Search for Recognition: Merging Postcolonial  Claire Cahoon Dan Breen English Other
and Feminist Readings of James Joyce’s “The Dead” 
16 Ithaca College  |  Clark Lounge, Egbert Hall 
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Title of Presentation Student Name(s) Faculty Sponsor(s) Department(s) ICC Theme
Kairos and Crisis: Failure to Meet the Rhetorical Jordan Cowell Robert Sullivan Communication Studies 
Situation of a Racial Crisis at Ithaca College
Analyzing Media’s Effects on College Erin Doran Blake Hendrickson Media Arts, Sciences, and Studies 
Students’ Intimate Relationships Julia Willamson
Madeline Feiner
Daniel Considine
You Do You, Nessie: Political Satire Kimberly Golden Kati Lustyik Media Arts, Sciences, and Studies 
and the Scottish Referendum
The Paradox of Sustainability and Dominick Recckio Gordon Rowland Strategic Communications 
the Global Betterment Imperative Megan Goldberg
Kaitlin Logsdon
Kaitlyn Tynczuk
SESSION 6: 1:10–1:45 P.M.
The Effect of Workplace Uncertainty on Nuria Hunter Gordon Rowland Strategic Communications 
Self-Expansion within the Millennial Generation Hannah Jeon
Charles Morris
Julie Nishi
New Orleans and the Lower Ninth Ward: Taylor Graham Nicole Koschmann Park Scholar 











SESSION 7: 1:50–2:25 P.M.
The Art of Revenge: An Examination of Korean Cinema Liam O’Toole Andrew Utterson Media Arts, Sciences, and Studies
Analyzing the Effects of Hip-Hop on Black Women Nuria Hunter Sean Eversley Bradwell Center for the Study of Culture, Race, and Ethnicity 
Dear Babygirl April Carroll Elisabeth Nonas Media Arts, Sciences, and Studies
SESSION 8: 2:35–3:10 P.M.
Sit Down at a Stranger’s Computer: Fragmenting the Taylor Greenwood Katharine Kittredge English 
Creator and Subverting Validation in The Beginner’s Guide
Taming of the Tropes: The Pitfalls of YA Publishing and Its Future Gretchen Hohmeyer Katharine Kittredge English
From Animation to Active Imagination: Ilana Goldstein Katharine Kittredge English 
The Multimedia Evolution of Spongebob
SESSION 9: 3:15–3:50 P.M.
Gender and Narrative Limits in the Novels of Margaret Atwood Madeline Gerbig Dan Breen English Other
A Search for Recognition: Merging Postcolonial Claire Cahoon Dan Breen English Other 
and Feminist Readings of James Joyce’s “The Dead”
Title of Presentation Student Name(s) Faculty Sponsor(s) Department(s) ICC Theme
The Why and the Wherefore:   Jennifer Walsh Dan Breen English
Xander, Shakespeare, and the Artificial Fool
Fish-Alive: Inhuman Knowledge in Lawrence’s “Fish” Sawyer Hitchcock Dan Breen English Other
and Bishop’s “The Fish” and “At the Fishhouses”
The Brownstone on Walnut Ave. Kevin Guevara Dan Breen English
KLINGENSTEIN LOUNGE, EGBERT HALL 
SESSION 1: 9:25–10:00 A.M. 
The Heroes among Us: Treating Vigilantes as Villains Renee Best Jim Stafford Writing
Caught in the Gears of the Hype Machine Byron Bixler Barbara Adams Writing
SESSION 2: 10:05–10:40 A.M. 
Fiction Reading Cindy Yong Jack Wang Writing
Ludwig van Beethoven: A Case Study of Creativity and Madness Julie Erickson Mary Beth O’Connor Writing
SESSION 3: 10:50–11:25 A.M.
Writing for the Workplace: Failing Grades: Common Core, Marissa Cardwell Anthony DiRenzo Writing





Writing for the Workplace: Fight for 15:   Brian Bilodeau Anthony DiRenzo Writing
McDonald’s and New York State Minimum Wage Reform Kaitlyn Crobar 
Jose Escano 
Casey Phillips
War Poems on the Underground Rocco Praderio Thomas Girshin Writing
SESSION 4: 11:30 A.M.–12:05 P.M. 
Humorous Writing:  Mosh Pit Mikayla Mislak Anthony DiRenzo Writing Other
Humorous Writing: The Tractacus of Little Ludwig Charles Hess Anthony DiRenzo Writing Other
Humorous Writing: The Kingfisher and the Lovebird Jordan Shoemaker Anthony DiRenzo Writing Other
SESSION 5: 12:10–1:00 P.M. 
Finalists for Awards
Immaterial Madness and Symptoms of the Cyber Age: 
Approaching Post-Internet Art and Its Principles Prairwa Leerasanthanah Jennifer Germann Art History
Razing Cities: Syria’s Architectural Crisis Michael Rizk Nancy Brcak Art History
From Animation to Active Imagination:  Ilana Goldstein Katharine Kittredge English Other
The Multimedia Evolution of Spongebob
Fish-Alive: Inhuman Knowledge in Lawrence’s “Fish” Sawyer Hitchcock Dan Breen English
and Bishop’s “The Fish” and “At the Fishhouses”
18 Ithaca College  |  Klingenstein Lounge, Egbert Hall
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Title of Presentation Student Name(s) Faculty Sponsor(s) Department(s) ICC Theme
The Why and the Wherefore:  Jennifer Walsh Dan Breen English 
Xander, Shakespeare, and the Artificial Fool
Fish-Alive: Inhuman Knowledge in Lawrence’s “Fish” Sawyer Hitchcock Dan Breen English Other 
and Bishop’s “The Fish” and “At the Fishhouses”
The Brownstone on Walnut Ave. Kevin Guevara Dan Breen English
KLINGENSTEIN LOUNGE, EGBERT HALL
SESSION 1: 9:25–10:00 A.M.
The Heroes among Us: Treating Vigilantes as Villains Renee Best Jim Stafford Writing
Caught in the Gears of the Hype Machine Byron Bixler Barbara Adams Writing
SESSION 2: 10:05–10:40 A.M.
Fiction Reading Cindy Yong Jack Wang Writing
Ludwig van Beethoven: A Case Study of Creativity and Madness Julie Erickson Mary Beth O’Connor Writing
SESSION 3: 10:50–11:25 A.M.
Writing for the Workplace: Failing Grades: Common Core, Marissa Cardwell Anthony DiRenzo Writing 





Writing for the Workplace: Fight for 15: Brian Bilodeau Anthony DiRenzo Writing 
McDonald’s and New York State Minimum Wage Reform Kaitlyn Crobar
Jose Escano
Casey Phillips
War Poems on the Underground Rocco Praderio Thomas Girshin Writing
SESSION 4: 11:30 A.M.–12:05 P.M.
Humorous Writing:  Mosh Pit Mikayla Mislak Anthony DiRenzo Writing Other
Humorous Writing: The Tractacus of Little Ludwig Charles Hess Anthony DiRenzo Writing Other
Humorous Writing: The Kingfisher and the Lovebird Jordan Shoemaker Anthony DiRenzo Writing Other
SESSION 5: 12:10–1:00 P.M.
Finalists for Awards
Immaterial Madness and Symptoms of the Cyber Age:
Approaching Post-Internet Art and Its Principles Prairwa Leerasanthanah Jennifer Germann Art History
Razing Cities: Syria’s Architectural Crisis Michael Rizk Nancy Brcak Art History
From Animation to Active Imagination: Ilana Goldstein Katharine Kittredge English Other 
The Multimedia Evolution of Spongebob
Fish-Alive: Inhuman Knowledge in Lawrence’s “Fish” Sawyer Hitchcock Dan Breen English 
and Bishop’s “The Fish” and “At the Fishhouses”
Title of Presentation Student Name(s) Faculty Sponsor(s) Department(s) ICC Theme
The Why and the Wherefore: Xander,   Jennifer Walsh Dan Breen English
Shakespeare, and the Artificial Fool
SESSION 6: 1:10–1:45 P.M.
Senior Project: Memoir Timothy Swenarton Catherine Taylor Writing




Looking at Nothing in Particular: Excerpts from a Senior Project Aimee McManus Jerry Mirskin Writing
SESSION 7: 1:50–2:25 P.M.
Writing for the Workplace
Image Problems: Modeliste and Zendaya Jade Cardichon Anthony DiRenzo Writing




Prescription for Trouble: The Problem with Overmedication Alaina Moise Anthony DiRenzo Writing




SESSION 8: 2:35–3:10 P.M. 
Service Learning Session
Shared Meal: How the Friendship Donations Network Michelle Lee  Anthony DiRenzo Writing Other
Can Partner with Ithaca College Cassandra Moore 
Rosalyn Moisan




Popularizing Popular Music Education:  Sun Hwa Reiner Radio Cremata Music Education Other
Models for Inclusivity in Tertiary Settings
SESSION 9: 3:15–3:50 P.M. 
Service Learning Session
Collaborative Leadership: Applying Skills and Knowledge Learned Chelsea Kaye Lanphear Michele Lenhart Student Engagement and Multicultural Affairs Other
in Co-curricular Settings to Enhance a Senior Degree Recital
From Icebreakers to India: A Story of Leadership Lessons,  Natalie Dionne Michele Lenhart Student Engagement and Multicultural Affairs Other
Challenges, and Profound Discoveries during the  
Ithaca College Experience
IC Project Sunshine: How Serving as the Executive Director Caitlin Wormsley Michele Lenhart Student Engagement and Multicultural Affairs Other
Has Impacted Learning, Leadership, and Life after IC
20 Ithaca College  |  Klingenstein Lounge, Egbert Hall
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Title of Presentation Student Name(s) Faculty Sponsor(s) Department(s) ICC Theme
The Why and the Wherefore: Xander, Jennifer Walsh Dan Breen English 
Shakespeare, and the Artificial Fool
SESSION 6: 1:10–1:45 P.M.
Senior Project: Memoir Timothy Swenarton Catherine Taylor Writing




Looking at Nothing in Particular: Excerpts from a Senior Project Aimee McManus Jerry Mirskin Writing
SESSION 7: 1:50–2:25 P.M.
Writing for the Workplace
Image Problems: Modeliste and Zendaya Jade Cardichon Anthony DiRenzo Writing 




Prescription for Trouble: The Problem with Overmedication Alaina Moise Anthony DiRenzo Writing




SESSION 8: 2:35–3:10 P.M.
Service Learning Session
Shared Meal: How the Friendship Donations Network Michelle Lee Anthony DiRenzo Writing Other 
Can Partner with Ithaca College Cassandra Moore
Rosalyn Moisan




Popularizing Popular Music Education: Sun Hwa Reiner Radio Cremata Music Education Other 
Models for Inclusivity in Tertiary Settings
SESSION 9: 3:15–3:50 P.M.
Service Learning Session
Collaborative Leadership: Applying Skills and Knowledge Learned Chelsea Kaye Lanphear Michele Lenhart Student Engagement and Multicultural Affairs Other 
in Co-curricular Settings to Enhance a Senior Degree Recital
From Icebreakers to India: A Story of Leadership Lessons, Natalie Dionne Michele Lenhart Student Engagement and Multicultural Affairs Other 
Challenges, and Profound Discoveries during the 
Ithaca College Experience
IC Project Sunshine: How Serving as the Executive Director Caitlin Wormsley Michele Lenhart Student Engagement and Multicultural Affairs Other 
Has Impacted Learning, Leadership, and Life after IC
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Inquiry, Imagination, and Innovation
Title of Presentation Student Name(s) Faculty Sponsor(s) Department(s) ICC Theme
SESSION 1: 9:25–10:00 A.M. 
Affine Kaprekar Algorithm Dillon Persaud David Brown Mathematics Other
Lines and Ellipses in Taxicab Geometry Saul Almanzar David Brown Mathematics Other
Inequivalent Nets of Polyhedra Toryn Avery David Brown Mathematics Other
SESSION 2: 10:05–10:40 A.M.
Magic Polygons Nicole Lester David Brown Mathematics Other
Even-Sided Magic Polygons Charity Willett David Brown Mathematics Other
Odd-Sided Magic Polygons Justin Mader David Brown Mathematics Other
SESSION 3: 10:50–11:25 A.M.
Pursuit Curves Andrew Murphy David Brown Mathematics Other
Experimenting with  Kenneth Potts Matt Thomas Mathematics
the Collatz Conjecture 
Applications of the L2-transform Ryan Bianconi Osman Yurekli Mathematics
to Dawson’s Integral 
SESSION 4: 11:30 A.M.–12:05 P.M. 
Finalist Session
Approximation with Orthogonal Polynomials Samuel Lloyd Osman Yurekli Mathematics
Linguistic Self-Expression on Dating Websites Elizabeth Dellea John Barr Computer Science
Kelly Sadwin
4Stream: Video for Aaron Zufall Doug Turnbull Computer Science
Your Organization 
SESSION 5: 12:10–1:00 P.M. 
Finalist Session
Determining the Effect of NdBa2Cu3O7 Seed Crystals  Eli Adler Matthew Sullivan Physics and Astronomy Other
on the Growth of YBa2Cu3O7 Bulk Superconducting Crystals
Measuring the Temperature of the  Jonathan Smucker Bruce Thompson Physics and Astronomy
Ithaca College Magneto-Optical Trap
Using 3-D Laser Scanning to Facilitate Space Syntax Analysis  Kevin Coldren Michael Rogers Physics and Astronomy Other
to Understand How People Interacted with Historic Buildings 
Using Discourse Analysis to Further Understand Einstein’s Devin Roy Larsen Michael Rogers Physics and Astronomy Other
and Poincare’s 1905 Papers on Special Relativity
Experimentally Determining Precision and  Evan Van de Wall Michael Rogers Physics and Astronomy Other
Accuracy of 3-D Laser Scanning in Comparison  
to Traditional Architectural Conservation Methods
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Inquiry, Imagination, and Innovation
Title of Presentation Student Name(s) Faculty Sponsor(s) Department(s) ICC Theme
SESSION 1: 9:25–10:00 A.M.
Affine Kaprekar Algorithm Dillon Persaud David Brown Mathematics Other
Lines and Ellipses in Taxicab Geometry Saul Almanzar David Brown Mathematics Other
Inequivalent Nets of Polyhedra Toryn Avery David Brown Mathematics Other
SESSION 2: 10:05–10:40 A.M.
Magic Polygons Nicole Lester David Brown Mathematics Other
Even-Sided Magic Polygons Charity Willett David Brown Mathematics Other
Odd-Sided Magic Polygons Justin Mader David Brown Mathematics Other
SESSION 3: 10:50–11:25 A.M.
Pursuit Curves Andrew Murphy David Brown Mathematics Other
Experimenting with Kenneth Potts Matt Thomas Mathematics 
the Collatz Conjecture
Applications of the L2-transform Ryan Bianconi Osman Yurekli Mathematics 
to Dawson’s Integral
SESSION 4: 11:30 A.M.–12:05 P.M.
Finalist Session
Approximation with Orthogonal Polynomials Samuel Lloyd Osman Yurekli Mathematics
Linguistic Self-Expression on Dating Websites Elizabeth Dellea John Barr Computer Science 
Kelly Sadwin
4Stream: Video for Aaron Zufall Doug Turnbull Computer Science 
Your Organization
SESSION 5: 12:10–1:00 P.M.
Finalist Session
Determining the Effect of NdBa2Cu3O7 Seed Crystals Eli Adler Matthew Sullivan Physics and Astronomy Other 
on the Growth of YBa2Cu3O7 Bulk Superconducting Crystals
Measuring the Temperature of the Jonathan Smucker Bruce Thompson Physics and Astronomy 
Ithaca College Magneto-Optical Trap
Using 3-D Laser Scanning to Facilitate Space Syntax Analysis Kevin Coldren Michael Rogers Physics and Astronomy Other 
to Understand How People Interacted with Historic Buildings
Using Discourse Analysis to Further Understand Einstein’s Devin Roy Larsen Michael Rogers Physics and Astronomy Other 
and Poincare’s 1905 Papers on Special Relativity
Experimentally Determining Precision and Evan Van de Wall Michael Rogers Physics and Astronomy Other 
Accuracy of 3-D Laser Scanning in Comparison 
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Opening Ceremony
Finalists for Awards
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FALLS MEETING ROOM,  
EGBERT HALL
EMERSON  B, 
PHILLIPS HALL
EMERSON  C, 
PHILLIPS HALL
Title of Presentation Student Name(s) Faculty Sponsor(s) Department(s) ICC Theme
SESSION 6: 1:10–1:45 P.M. 
Finger Games for Counting by 6 Daniel J. Tjie John Rosenthal Mathematics
Improving Learning through Suggestion Nicholas Pittman Toby Dragon Computer Science Other
Audio Classification Using a Multi-Layer Perceptron Kaloyan Popzlatev John Barr Computer Science
SESSION 7: 1:50–2:25 P.M.
MegsRadio: Developing a Local Music Discovery iOS Application Mariah Flaim Doug Turnbull Computer Science Other
Creating a Sky Map in the Ku Band  Duncan Allen Matt Price Physics and Astronomy
with the Ithaca College Radio Telescope
Automating Magnetometer Data Processing Jeffrey Hejna Michael Rogers Physics and Astronomy Other
to Reduce Processing Time and Improve  
Geophysical Archaeological Survey Results 
SESSION 8: 2:35–3:10 P.M.
Power Harvesting of a Bass Drum Jeffrey Mertz Bruce Thompson Physics and Astronomy
Constraining the Surface Magnetic Fields of AGB stars Andrea N. Santiago-Boyd Luke Keller Physics and Astronomy Other
Resonant Optical Cavities: Construction and Calibration Oliver G. Vischer Bruce Thompson Physics and Astronomy Other
of a Confocal Scanning Fabry-Pérot Interferometer Kelley Sullivan
TAUGHANNOCK FALLS MEETING ROOM, EGBERT HALL 
SESSION 1: 9:25–10:00 A.M. 
No presentations scheduled.
SESSION 2: 10:05–10:40 A.M.













SESSION 3: 10:50–11:25 A.M.
Getting Out What We Put In: Removal Efficiency of  Ryan Cummins Susan Allen-Gil Environmental Studies and Sciences
Pharmaceuticals at Ithaca Area Wastewater Treatment Facility
Quantifying the Impact of Clearlane De-Icer Rebecca Veninsky Anne Stork Environmental Studies and Sciences
on Garden Vegetable Seedlings Zachary Blazek
26 Ithaca College  |  Taughannock Falls Meeting Room, Egbert Hall
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Title of Presentation Student Name(s)  Faculty Sponsor(s) Department(s) ICC Theme
SESSION 6: 1:10–1:45 P.M. 
Finger Games for Counting by 6 Daniel J. Tjie John Rosenthal Mathematics
Improving Learning through Suggestion Nicholas Pittman Toby Dragon Computer Science Other
Audio Classification Using a Multi-Layer Perceptron Kaloyan Popzlatev John Barr Computer Science
SESSION 7: 1:50–2:25 P.M.
MegsRadio: Developing a Local Music Discovery iOS Application Mariah Flaim Doug Turnbull Computer Science Other
Creating a Sky Map in the Ku Band  Duncan Allen Matt Price Physics and Astronomy 
with the Ithaca College Radio Telescope
Automating Magnetometer Data Processing  Jeffrey Hejna Michael Rogers Physics and Astronomy Other 
to Reduce Processing Time and Improve  
Geophysical Archaeological Survey Results 
SESSION 8: 2:35–3:10 P.M.
Power Harvesting of a Bass Drum Jeffrey Mertz Bruce Thompson Physics and Astronomy
Constraining the Surface Magnetic Fields of AGB stars Andrea N. Santiago-Boyd Luke Keller Physics and Astronomy Other
Resonant Optical Cavities: Construction and Calibration  Oliver G. Vischer Bruce Thompson Physics and Astronomy Other 
of a Confocal Scanning Fabry-Pérot Interferometer  Kelley Sullivan
TAUGHANNOCK FALLS MEETING ROOM, EGBERT HALL    
SESSION 1: 9:25–10:00 A.M.  
No presentations scheduled.
SESSION 2: 10:05–10:40 A.M.
The Iliad: A Dramatic Reading Bryn Mugnolo Robert Sullivan Communication Studies 
 Monica Chen 
 Anna Neumaier 
 Liam Whalen 
 Jimmy Doyle 
 Allie Latini 
 John Jacobson 
 Robin Reiterman Curtis 
 Jacklyn Scheiner 
 Elena Haskins 
 Elena Piech 
 Ben Coates 
 Catherine Woodilla
SESSION 3: 10:50–11:25 A.M.
Getting Out What We Put In: Removal Efficiency of  Ryan Cummins Susan Allen-Gil Environmental Studies and Sciences 
Pharmaceuticals at Ithaca Area Wastewater Treatment Facility
Quantifying the Impact of Clearlane De-Icer  Rebecca Veninsky Anne Stork Environmental Studies and Sciences 
on Garden Vegetable Seedlings Zachary Blazek
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Title of Presentation Student Name(s)  Faculty Sponsor(s) Department(s) ICC Theme
Largemouth vs. Fathead: Effects of Pharmaceuticals  Nicole Pouy Susan Allen-Gil Environmental Studies and Sciences 
and Domestic Products on Predator Avoidance
SESSION 4: 11:30 A.M.–12:05 P.M.
Using Quantum Geographic Information Systems  Taylor Yowan David Gondek Biology 
to Map Antibiotic Resistant Bacteria  Ali Erkan Computer Science
Guiding the Design of Tougher Medical Glue:  Tak-Man Kimberly Fung Andrew Smith Biology 
Elasticity and Energy Dissipation of Terrestrial Slug Glue 
Defining Regions of CART Gene Expression in the  Andrew Rodenhouse Ian Woods Biology 
Larval Zebrafish Brain via Monoaminergic Landmarks 
SESSIONS 5 & 6: 12:10–1:45 P.M.
Service Learning
IC Connect Presents a Leadership and Teamwork Catherine Ely Christine Bataille Management Other 
Field Day at South Hill Elementary School Daniella Raposo 
 Andrew Coburn
Swishes for Wishes: A Make-a-Wish Foundation  Aryeh Hoppenstein Christine Bataille Management Other 
Student-Run Event Analysis David Cohen 
 Victoria-Lyn Miller 
 Brian Lowe
IC Your Future: Exploring Leadership  Ndella Seck Christine Bataille Management Other 
through the Integrative Core Curriculum Keren Cerdeno 
 Chandler Clarke  
 Alexa Seger 
 David Kang
Finalist Session
Evolution and Characterization  Emily Conklin Ian Woods Biology 
of Vertebrate Neuropeptides 
The Development of Biomimetic Glue:  Shreya Shah Andrew Smith Biology 
Isolating Glue Proteins for Sequence Analysis 
From Sequence Signals to Splicing: Investigating the  Megan Wirth Maki Inada Biochemistry 
Regulation of Gene Expression in Duplicated Yet  
Divergent Genes of Yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae   
Using Traditional Tracking as a Reliable Research Technique Zoë Miller  Jason Hamilton Environmental Studies and Sciences Other 
 Maddy Menges
Traversing Built Environments:  Imani Hall Jake Brenner Environmental Studies and Sciences 
A Case Study of Ithaca College 
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Title of Presentation Student Name(s)  Faculty Sponsor(s) Department(s) ICC Theme
Largemouth vs. Fathead: Effects of Pharmaceuticals  Nicole Pouy Susan Allen-Gil Environmental Studies and Sciences 
and Domestic Products on Predator Avoidance
SESSION 4: 11:30 A.M.–12:05 P.M.
Using Quantum Geographic Information Systems  Taylor Yowan David Gondek Biology 
to Map Antibiotic Resistant Bacteria  Ali Erkan Computer Science
Guiding the Design of Tougher Medical Glue:  Tak-Man Kimberly Fung Andrew Smith Biology 
Elasticity and Energy Dissipation of Terrestrial Slug Glue 
Defining Regions of CART Gene Expression in the  Andrew Rodenhouse Ian Woods Biology 
Larval Zebrafish Brain via Monoaminergic Landmarks 
SESSIONS 5 & 6: 12:10–1:45 P.M.
Service Learning
IC Connect Presents a Leadership and Teamwork Catherine Ely Christine Bataille Management Other 
Field Day at South Hill Elementary School Daniella Raposo 
 Andrew Coburn
Swishes for Wishes: A Make-a-Wish Foundation  Aryeh Hoppenstein Christine Bataille Management Other 
Student-Run Event Analysis David Cohen 
 Victoria-Lyn Miller 
 Brian Lowe
IC Your Future: Exploring Leadership  Ndella Seck Christine Bataille Management Other 
through the Integrative Core Curriculum Keren Cerdeno 
 Chandler Clarke  
 Alexa Seger 
 David Kang
Finalist Session
Evolution and Characterization  Emily Conklin Ian Woods Biology 
of Vertebrate Neuropeptides 
The Development of Biomimetic Glue:  Shreya Shah Andrew Smith Biology 
Isolating Glue Proteins for Sequence Analysis 
From Sequence Signals to Splicing: Investigating the  Megan Wirth Maki Inada Biochemistry 
Regulation of Gene Expression in Duplicated Yet  
Divergent Genes of Yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae   
Using Traditional Tracking as a Reliable Research Technique Zoë Miller  Jason Hamilton Environmental Studies and Sciences Other 
 Maddy Menges
Traversing Built Environments:  Imani Hall Jake Brenner Environmental Studies and Sciences 
A Case Study of Ithaca College 
EMERSON A, PHILLIPS HALL
Title of Presentation Student Name(s)  Faculty Sponsor(s) Department(s) ICC Theme
SESSION 1: 9:25–10:00 A.M. 
An Evaluation of Collegiate Campus Tobacco Policy Rachelle Sartori Srijana Bajracharya  Health Promotion and Physical Education 
 Sarah Dermady 
 Jaime White
A New View of Ocular Prosthetics Josneiry Jablonski Kari Brossard Stoos Health Promotion and Physical Education 
 Caroline Dunn 
 Joyce Smith
Palliative and End of Life Care:   Rachel Mecalianos Elizabeth Bergman Gerontology 
A Community Survey of Knowledge and Attitudes 
SESSION 2: 10:05–10:40 A.M.
Front Abdominal Power Throw Joseph DiSalvo Thomas Swensen Exercise and Sport Sciences 
 John Fausold
The Abdominal Musculature and Cycling Performance Alexa Chandler Thomas Swensen Exercise and Sport Sciences
Fostering Better Therapy: A Study of Mental Health  Rachael Holcomb Jessye Cohen-Filipic Psychology 
Professionals’ Training in Foster Care and Adoption 
SESSION 3: 10:50–11:25 A.M.
Gun Violence: A Public Health Issue in America Jacqueline Xujing Unger  Stewart Auyash Health Promotion and Physical Education
Occupational Injustice in the Aftermath of Agent Orange:  Christine Zihui Adams Kimberly Wilkinson Occupational Therapy 
Employment Struggles, Health Complications, and  
Orphanages in Vietnam 
SESSION 4: 11:30 A.M.–12:05 P.M. 
Finalist Session
Solution and Implications for Wait Times  Emily Warfle Karen Edwards Health Promotion and Physical Education 
at the Department of Veterans Affairs 
Promoting Global Citizenship by Engaging the Philosophies  Hannah Robison  Hongwei Guan Health Promotion and Physical Education 
and Practices of Western and Chinese Medicine 
The STEROLizer Eric Finkelstein Kari Brossard Stoos Health Promotion and Physical Education 
 Danielle Kawryga 
 Ravid Goldman-Henley 
 Taylor Dileone
SESSION 5: 12:10–1:00 P.M. 
Finalist Session
Performance Asymmetries in the Star Excursion  Tara Condon Deborah King Exercise and Sport Sciences 
Balance Test and Weight-Bearing Lunge Test Ayana Phillips 
 Tyler Keith
The Effect of Wearing a Harness While Treadmill  Alexa Chandler Laura Gras Physical Therapy 
Training on Balance and Gait in Older Adults Katherine Crowe Deborah King Exercise and Sport Sciences 
 Sara Klusky
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EMERSON A, PHILLIPS HALL
Title of Presentation Student Name(s)  Faculty Sponsor(s) Department(s) ICC Theme
SESSION 1: 9:25–10:00 A.M. 
An Evaluation of Collegiate Campus Tobacco Policy Rachelle Sartori Srijana Bajracharya  Health Promotion and Physical Education 
 Sarah Dermady 
 Jaime White
A New View of Ocular Prosthetics Josneiry Jablonski Kari Brossard Stoos Health Promotion and Physical Education 
 Caroline Dunn 
 Joyce Smith
Palliative and End of Life Care:   Rachel Mecalianos Elizabeth Bergman Gerontology 
A Community Survey of Knowledge and Attitudes 
SESSION 2: 10:05–10:40 A.M.
Front Abdominal Power Throw Joseph DiSalvo Thomas Swensen Exercise and Sport Sciences 
 John Fausold
The Abdominal Musculature and Cycling Performance Alexa Chandler Thomas Swensen Exercise and Sport Sciences
Fostering Better Therapy: A Study of Mental Health  Rachael Holcomb Jessye Cohen-Filipic Psychology 
Professionals’ Training in Foster Care and Adoption 
SESSION 3: 10:50–11:25 A.M.
Gun Violence: A Public Health Issue in America Jacqueline Xujing Unger  Stewart Auyash Health Promotion and Physical Education
Occupational Injustice in the Aftermath of Agent Orange:  Christine Zihui Adams Kimberly Wilkinson Occupational Therapy 
Employment Struggles, Health Complications, and  
Orphanages in Vietnam 
SESSION 4: 11:30 A.M.–12:05 P.M. 
Finalist Session
Solution and Implications for Wait Times  Emily Warfle Karen Edwards Health Promotion and Physical Education 
at the Department of Veterans Affairs 
Promoting Global Citizenship by Engaging the Philosophies  Hannah Robison  Hongwei Guan Health Promotion and Physical Education 
and Practices of Western and Chinese Medicine 
The STEROLizer Eric Finkelstein Kari Brossard Stoos Health Promotion and Physical Education 
 Danielle Kawryga 
 Ravid Goldman-Henley 
 Taylor Dileone
SESSION 5: 12:10–1:00 P.M. 
Finalist Session
Performance Asymmetries in the Star Excursion  Tara Condon Deborah King Exercise and Sport Sciences 
Balance Test and Weight-Bearing Lunge Test Ayana Phillips 
 Tyler Keith
The Effect of Wearing a Harness While Treadmill  Alexa Chandler Laura Gras Physical Therapy 
Training on Balance and Gait in Older Adults Katherine Crowe Deborah King Exercise and Sport Sciences 
 Sara Klusky
Title of Presentation Student Name(s)  Faculty Sponsor(s) Department(s) ICC Theme
Lower-Extremity Running Kinematics in Individuals  Tyler Denn-Thiele Rumit Singh Kakar Physical Therapy 
with Adolescent Idiopathic Scoliosis: A Pilot Study 
The Effect of Fitbits and Adherence  Katherine Crowe Laura Gras Physical Therapy 
of the Elderly Population to Exercise  Sarah Fishel
Handheld Tablets Are a Valid Measure for  Valerie Cohen Deborah King Exercise and Sport Sciences 
Analyzing Vertical Drop Jump Landing Tasks 
SESSION 6: 1:10–1:45 P.M. 
Criminal Minds and Looney Toons:  Ryan Leary Cyndy Scheibe Psychology 
A Content Analysis of Mental Illness on Television Melanie Bryant
Teaching Third Graders about Gender  Andres Gonzalez Cyndy Scheibe Psychology 
Stereotyping through Media Literacy Sierra Olson
Occupational Therapy and Lower-Limb Amputations:  Lauren Reightler Kimberly Wilkinson Occupational Therapy 
Helping American Veterans Fight to Recover 
SESSION 7: 1:50–2:25 P.M. 
The Twisted “American Dream”: High School Football’s  Kristen Gowdy Stephen Mosher Sport Management and Media 
Value in an Impoverished Community 
Making the Most of the Participation Medal:  Kyle D. James Stephen Mosher Honors and Sport Management and Media 
How Salt Lake City Used Years of Losing to Win 
Illegal and Unhealthy: How to Improve Access  Leanne McNall Karen Edwards Health Promotion and Physical Education 
to Health Care for America’s Working Population 
SESSION 8: 2:35–3:10 P.M.
A Policy Analysis of the Ambiguities Involved in the  Stacey-Ann Melissa Ellis Karen Edwards Health Promotion and Physical Education 
Distribution of Cochlear Implants across Health Insurance Plans 
Disparities in Quality of Care for Transgender  Emma Abbey Karen Edwards Health Promotion and Physical Education 
Individuals in Health Care Settings 
It’s Not Just a Shot! Vaccination Policy  Molly Friedeborn Karen Edwards Health Promotion and Physical Education 
in the United States 
SESSION 9: 3:15–3:50 P.M.
Exploring the Educational Experiences of  Megan Dussault Carole White Dennis Occupational Therapy 
Occupational Therapy Students of Marginalized Identities 
The Use of Assistive Technology  Carson Mohler Carole White Dennis  Occupational Therapy 
in the Aging Population  
Effects of Age and Running Speed on Angular Displacements  Natalie Knight Rumit Singh Kakar Physical Therapy 
of the Trunk Exhibited during Treadmill Running Zach Finer
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Title of Presentation Student Name(s)  Faculty Sponsor(s) Department(s) ICC Theme
Lower-Extremity Running Kinematics in Individuals  Tyler Denn-Thiele Rumit Singh Kakar Physical Therapy 
with Adolescent Idiopathic Scoliosis: A Pilot Study 
The Effect of Fitbits and Adherence  Katherine Crowe Laura Gras Physical Therapy 
of the Elderly Population to Exercise  Sarah Fishel
Handheld Tablets Are a Valid Measure for  Valerie Cohen Deborah King Exercise and Sport Sciences 
Analyzing Vertical Drop Jump Landing Tasks 
SESSION 6: 1:10–1:45 P.M. 
Criminal Minds and Looney Toons:  Ryan Leary Cyndy Scheibe Psychology 
A Content Analysis of Mental Illness on Television Melanie Bryant
Teaching Third Graders about Gender  Andres Gonzalez Cyndy Scheibe Psychology 
Stereotyping through Media Literacy Sierra Olson
Occupational Therapy and Lower-Limb Amputations:  Lauren Reightler Kimberly Wilkinson Occupational Therapy 
Helping American Veterans Fight to Recover 
SESSION 7: 1:50–2:25 P.M. 
The Twisted “American Dream”: High School Football’s  Kristen Gowdy Stephen Mosher Sport Management and Media 
Value in an Impoverished Community 
Making the Most of the Participation Medal:  Kyle D. James Stephen Mosher Honors and Sport Management and Media 
How Salt Lake City Used Years of Losing to Win 
Illegal and Unhealthy: How to Improve Access  Leanne McNall Karen Edwards Health Promotion and Physical Education 
to Health Care for America’s Working Population 
SESSION 8: 2:35–3:10 P.M.
A Policy Analysis of the Ambiguities Involved in the  Stacey-Ann Melissa Ellis Karen Edwards Health Promotion and Physical Education 
Distribution of Cochlear Implants across Health Insurance Plans 
Disparities in Quality of Care for Transgender  Emma Abbey Karen Edwards Health Promotion and Physical Education 
Individuals in Health Care Settings 
It’s Not Just a Shot! Vaccination Policy  Molly Friedeborn Karen Edwards Health Promotion and Physical Education 
in the United States 
SESSION 9: 3:15–3:50 P.M.
Exploring the Educational Experiences of  Megan Dussault Carole White Dennis Occupational Therapy 
Occupational Therapy Students of Marginalized Identities 
The Use of Assistive Technology  Carson Mohler Carole White Dennis  Occupational Therapy 
in the Aging Population  
Effects of Age and Running Speed on Angular Displacements  Natalie Knight Rumit Singh Kakar Physical Therapy 
of the Trunk Exhibited during Treadmill Running Zach Finer
EMERSON B, PHILLIPS HALL
Title of Presentation Student Name(s)  Faculty Sponsor(s) Department(s) ICC Theme
SESSION 1: 9:25–10:00 A.M. 
Taking on Uber: Developing a Branding and Business Model  Isabel Balla Alison Shields Marketing and Law 
to Provide the Ideal Riding Experience for College Towns 
Rás Life—Lucid Traveling into a Brand  Brendan Davis Alison Shields Marketing and Law
Interest Rate Projections Brandon Stern Moustafa AbuElFadl Finance and International Business
SESSION 2: 10:05–10:40 A.M.
Search and Seizure on Public  Samantha Shaffer Gwen Seaquist Legal Studies 
and Private University Campuses  
Solar Power: Making Renewable  Nathaniel Spilman Marlene Barken Legal Studies 
Energy Mainstream in the USA 
Hemp, Not Cotton: Addressing the  George Clause II Marlene Barken Legal Studies 
Agricultural Crisis by Cash Crop Examination 
SESSION 3: 10:50–11:25 A.M.
Environmental Racism Jordan Lloyd Hardy Marlene Barken Legal Studies
Disparate Treatment or Disparate Impact?  Courtney Conroe Marlene Barken Legal Studies 
Housing Discrimination and the Supreme Court 
Warfare and the Whales: The Aftermath of Winter v. NRDC  Susan Brancaccio Marlene Barken Legal Studies 
and the Role of National Security Interests in Resolving  
Environmental Disputes 
SESSION 4: 11:30 A.M.–12:05 P.M.
From Pirate Ships to Poker Machines:  Sean Themea Gwen Seaquist Legal Studies 
A History of Civil Asset Forfeiture in the United States 
Unionization of College Athletics Nicholas Lomanto Gwen Seaquist Legal Studies
Trustees and Breach  Alexandra Hoffman Gwen Seaquist Legal Studies 
of Fiduciary Duties 
SESSION 5: 12:10–1:00 P.M. 
Finalist Session
Teacher Speech Rights Samantha Cripe Marlene Barken Legal Studies
Corporate Manslaughter and Corporate Homicide:  Alison Siegel Marlene Barken Legal Studies 
A Legal Comparison between Scotland and the United States  
The Transition to Fatherhood: Men’s Narrative  Melinda Carlison Christine Bataille Management 
Identity Work on the Path to Working Father 
Socially Responsible Investing  Zul Batnasan Joseph Cheng Finance and International Business 
and Optimal Asset Allocation 
Motivating Factors and Impediments to Sustainability:  Allison Vizgaitis Narges Kasiri Management 
Case Studies of Small- and Medium-Size Businesses  Meghan Hellwitz Hormoz Movassaghi Finance and International Business 
in Upstate New York
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EMERSON B, PHILLIPS HALL
Title of Presentation Student Name(s)  Faculty Sponsor(s) Department(s) ICC Theme
SESSION 1: 9:25–10:00 A.M. 
Taking on Uber: Developing a Branding and Business Model  Isabel Balla Alison Shields Marketing and Law 
to Provide the Ideal Riding Experience for College Towns 
Rás Life—Lucid Traveling into a Brand  Brendan Davis Alison Shields Marketing and Law
Interest Rate Projections Brandon Stern Moustafa AbuElFadl Finance and International Business
SESSION 2: 10:05–10:40 A.M.
Search and Seizure on Public  Samantha Shaffer Gwen Seaquist Legal Studies 
and Private University Campuses  
Solar Power: Making Renewable  Nathaniel Spilman Marlene Barken Legal Studies 
Energy Mainstream in the USA 
Hemp, Not Cotton: Addressing the  George Clause II Marlene Barken Legal Studies 
Agricultural Crisis by Cash Crop Examination 
SESSION 3: 10:50–11:25 A.M.
Environmental Racism Jordan Lloyd Hardy Marlene Barken Legal Studies
Disparate Treatment or Disparate Impact?  Courtney Conroe Marlene Barken Legal Studies 
Housing Discrimination and the Supreme Court 
Warfare and the Whales: The Aftermath of Winter v. NRDC  Susan Brancaccio Marlene Barken Legal Studies 
and the Role of National Security Interests in Resolving  
Environmental Disputes 
SESSION 4: 11:30 A.M.–12:05 P.M.
From Pirate Ships to Poker Machines:  Sean Themea Gwen Seaquist Legal Studies 
A History of Civil Asset Forfeiture in the United States 
Unionization of College Athletics Nicholas Lomanto Gwen Seaquist Legal Studies
Trustees and Breach  Alexandra Hoffman Gwen Seaquist Legal Studies 
of Fiduciary Duties 
SESSION 5: 12:10–1:00 P.M. 
Finalist Session
Teacher Speech Rights Samantha Cripe Marlene Barken Legal Studies
Corporate Manslaughter and Corporate Homicide:  Alison Siegel Marlene Barken Legal Studies 
A Legal Comparison between Scotland and the United States  
The Transition to Fatherhood: Men’s Narrative  Melinda Carlison Christine Bataille Management 
Identity Work on the Path to Working Father 
Socially Responsible Investing  Zul Batnasan Joseph Cheng Finance and International Business 
and Optimal Asset Allocation 
Motivating Factors and Impediments to Sustainability:  Allison Vizgaitis Narges Kasiri Management 
Case Studies of Small- and Medium-Size Businesses  Meghan Hellwitz Hormoz Movassaghi Finance and International Business 
in Upstate New York
Title of Presentation Student Name(s)  Faculty Sponsor(s) Department(s) ICC Theme
SESSION 6: 1:10–1:45 P.M.
The Evolution of Claims against Government and  Nicole M. Ang Gwen Seaquist Legal Studies 
Law Enforcement Agencies in Domestic and Family Violence 
The Need for Reconstruction  Kayla Plummer Gwen Seaquist Legal Studies 
of the Animal Welfare Act 
Police Brutality against the  Camille Christian Gwen Seaquist Legal Studies 
African American Community 
SESSION 7: 1:50–2:25 P.M. 
Honors
“Yes Means Yes” Beats “No Means No”  Madeline Horowitz  Thomas Pfaff Mathematics - Honors
The Trial of Socrates:  Daniel Akimchuk David Flanagan Writing - Honors 
Socrates’ True Intentions 
Not Enough Art: The Importance of Art  Madalyn Trombley Elizabeth Bleicher English - Honors 
Instruction and Opportunities for Youth 
Mental Health in High Schools Arianne Joson Elizabeth Bleicher English - Honors
EMERSON C, PHILLIPS HALL
SESSION 1: 9:25–10:00 A.M.
No presentations scheduled.
SESSION 2: 10:05–10:40 A.M.
Media and the Bosnian War  Samantha DiFalco Zenon Wasyliw History 
Conflict on the Left:  Kaleb Cabisca Karin Breuer History 
The German Revolution 1918–1919  
Nicolae Ceausescu: Nationalist Communism Eleanor Holleran Zenon Wasyliw History  
and His Unfulfilled Promises 
SESSION 3: 10:50–11:25 A.M.    
Cayuga Activity Areas: An Analysis of 10th-Century  Margaret Carleton Jack Rossen Anthropology 
Ceramics from the Levanna Site, Central New York  
Cayuga Fishing Technology: An Analysis of 10th-Century  Jensen Hurley Jack Rossen Anthropology 
Net Sinkers from the Levanna Site, Central New York  
Cayuga Lithic Tools: An Analysis of 15th-Century  Shannon LaBelle Jack Rossen Anthropology 
Projectile Points and Chipped Lithic Tools from  
the Myers Farm Site, Central New York 
SESSION 4: 11:30 A.M.–12:05 P.M.     
U.S. Foreign Policy toward the Starving Armenians:  Madeleine Anthony Michael Trotti History 
Guilty of Hiding Evidence of a Genocide  
Affordable Housing in Ithaca, New York:  Erica Moriarty Jennifer Muller Anthropology 
History, Availability, and Restraints
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Title of Presentation Student Name(s)  Faculty Sponsor(s) Department(s) ICC Theme
SESSION 6: 1:10–1:45 P.M.
The Evolution of Claims against Government and  Nicole M. Ang Gwen Seaquist Legal Studies 
Law Enforcement Agencies in Domestic and Family Violence 
The Need for Reconstruction  Kayla Plummer Gwen Seaquist Legal Studies 
of the Animal Welfare Act 
Police Brutality against the  Camille Christian Gwen Seaquist Legal Studies 
African American Community 
SESSION 7: 1:50–2:25 P.M. 
Honors
“Yes Means Yes” Beats “No Means No”  Madeline Horowitz  Thomas Pfaff Mathematics - Honors
The Trial of Socrates:  Daniel Akimchuk David Flanagan Writing - Honors 
Socrates’ True Intentions 
Not Enough Art: The Importance of Art  Madalyn Trombley Elizabeth Bleicher English - Honors 
Instruction and Opportunities for Youth 
Mental Health in High Schools Arianne Joson Elizabeth Bleicher English - Honors
EMERSON C, PHILLIPS HALL
SESSION 1: 9:25–10:00 A.M.
No presentations scheduled.
SESSION 2: 10:05–10:40 A.M.
Media and the Bosnian War  Samantha DiFalco Zenon Wasyliw History 
Conflict on the Left:  Kaleb Cabisca Karin Breuer History 
The German Revolution 1918–1919  
Nicolae Ceausescu: Nationalist Communism Eleanor Holleran Zenon Wasyliw History  
and His Unfulfilled Promises 
SESSION 3: 10:50–11:25 A.M.    
Cayuga Activity Areas: An Analysis of 10th-Century  Margaret Carleton Jack Rossen Anthropology 
Ceramics from the Levanna Site, Central New York  
Cayuga Fishing Technology: An Analysis of 10th-Century  Jensen Hurley Jack Rossen Anthropology 
Net Sinkers from the Levanna Site, Central New York  
Cayuga Lithic Tools: An Analysis of 15th-Century  Shannon LaBelle Jack Rossen Anthropology 
Projectile Points and Chipped Lithic Tools from  
the Myers Farm Site, Central New York 
SESSION 4: 11:30 A.M.–12:05 P.M.     
U.S. Foreign Policy toward the Starving Armenians:  Madeleine Anthony Michael Trotti History 
Guilty of Hiding Evidence of a Genocide  
Affordable Housing in Ithaca, New York:  Erica Moriarty Jennifer Muller Anthropology 
History, Availability, and Restraints
Title of Presentation Student Name(s)  Faculty Sponsor(s) Department(s) ICC Theme
SESSION 5: 12:10–1:00 P.M. 
Finalist Session    
Recovering the Sacred Rafael-Lev Gilbert Naeem Inayatullah Politics Other
Economic Effects of the Trans-Pacific Partnership  Ngan Tran Shaianne Osterreich Economics 
Agreement (TPP) on the Vietnam Manufacturing Sector,  
with a Focus on the Textile and Footwear Industry  
An Exploration into  Kristin Olson  Brooke Hansen Anthropology 
Integrative Health Care  
Walking Tour Ethnography: Drawing Connections between  Courtney Leo Sue-Je Gage Anthropology 
Ethnographic Methods and Street Art Tourism in London’s East End  
An Agenda of Empowerment: The YWCA of York’s Mission  Danielle Martin Sue-Je Gage Anthropology 
to Empower Women and Girls in Its Community 
SESSION 6: 1:10–1:45 P.M.     
Listening with Your Body Elizabeth Alexander Naeem Inayatullah Politics Other
Call and Response Matthew Boyd Naeem Inayatullah Politics Other
Directed Listening Erik Caswell Naeem Inayatullah Politics Other
Directed Listening Zoe Canavan Naeem Inayatullah Politics Other
SESSION 7: 1:50–2:25 P.M.     
Why We All Must Take Vows of (Mostly) Silence Luke Martin Harbur Joslyn Brenton  Sociology Other
Two Truths of Climate Change:  Richard Gaunt Nancy Menning Philosophy and Religion Other 
Buddhist Hermeneutics and Being in a Dying World  
SESSION 8: 2:35–3:10 P.M.    
Assimilating Existential Humanism and Optimism Chris Kim Jonathan Peeters Philosophy and Religious Studies Other
Is Head Transplantation Morally Permissible? Shannah Sacco Tatiana Patrone Philosophy and Religious Studies Other
Similes and Metaphors—Literal and Figurative Meanings Emily Schuster Jonathan Peeters Philosophy and Religious Studies Other
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Title of Presentation Student Name(s)  Faculty Sponsor(s) Department(s) ICC Theme
SESSION 5: 12:10–1:00 P.M. 
Finalist Session    
Recovering the Sacred Rafael-Lev Gilbert Naeem Inayatullah Politics Other
Economic Effects of the Trans-Pacific Partnership  Ngan Tran Shaianne Osterreich Economics 
Agreement (TPP) on the Vietnam Manufacturing Sector,  
with a Focus on the Textile and Footwear Industry  
An Exploration into  Kristin Olson  Brooke Hansen Anthropology 
Integrative Health Care  
Walking Tour Ethnography: Drawing Connections between  Courtney Leo Sue-Je Gage Anthropology 
Ethnographic Methods and Street Art Tourism in London’s East End  
An Agenda of Empowerment: The YWCA of York’s Mission  Danielle Martin Sue-Je Gage Anthropology 
to Empower Women and Girls in Its Community 
SESSION 6: 1:10–1:45 P.M.     
Listening with Your Body Elizabeth Alexander Naeem Inayatullah Politics Other
Call and Response Matthew Boyd Naeem Inayatullah Politics Other
Directed Listening Erik Caswell Naeem Inayatullah Politics Other
Directed Listening Zoe Canavan Naeem Inayatullah Politics Other
SESSION 7: 1:50–2:25 P.M.     
Why We All Must Take Vows of (Mostly) Silence Luke Martin Harbur Joslyn Brenton  Sociology Other
Two Truths of Climate Change:  Richard Gaunt Nancy Menning Philosophy and Religion Other 
Buddhist Hermeneutics and Being in a Dying World  
SESSION 8: 2:35–3:10 P.M.    
Assimilating Existential Humanism and Optimism Chris Kim Jonathan Peeters Philosophy and Religious Studies Other
Is Head Transplantation Morally Permissible? Shannah Sacco Tatiana Patrone Philosophy and Religious Studies Other
Similes and Metaphors—Literal and Figurative Meanings Emily Schuster Jonathan Peeters Philosophy and Religious Studies Other
Student Name Session(s) and Location(s)
    
Abbey, Emma Session 8 - Emerson A
Abdur-Rahman, Shawahl Session 2 - Clark Lounge, Egbert Hall 
Adler, Eli Session 5 - Finalist Session - Ithaca Falls 
Akimchuk, Daniel Session 7 - Emerson B  
Albanese, Anthony Session 7 - Klingenstein Lounge  
Alderman, Tessa Poster Session 8 & 9 - North Foyer
Alexander, Elizabeth Session 6 - Emerson C 
Allen, Duncan Session 7 - Ithaca Falls 
Allred, John Poster Session 1 & 2 - North Foyer 
Almanzar, Saul Session 1 - Ithaca Falls 
Alteio, Morgan Poster Session 5 - Finalist Session - North Foyer  
Amelio, Olivia Poster Session 3 & 4  - North Foyer 
Anderson, Joseph Session 6 and Session 8 - Klingenstein Lounge 
Ang, Nicole Session 6 - Emerson B
Anthony, Madeleine Session 4 - Emerson C 
Archino, Megan Poster Session 1 & 2 - North Foyer 
Armes, Jocelyn Session 4 - Finalist Session - Clark Lounge 
Atwater, Meredith Poster Session 3 & 4 - North Foyer 
Avery, Toryn Session 1 - Ithaca Falls 
Ayvazian, Victoria Poster Session 6 & 7 - North Foyer
Balla, Isabel Session 1 - Emerson B; Session 6 - Clark Lounge
Barnes, Heather Session 4 - Finalist Session - Clark Lounge
Batnasan, Zul Session 5 - Finalist Session - Emerson B 
Becker, Cynthia Poster Session 5 - Finalist Session - North Foyer  
Bello, Joseph Poster Session 5 - Finalist Session - North Foyer 
Belmore, Alec Session 6 - Clark Lounge
Bencosme, Steven Poster Session 3 & 4 - North Foyer 
Best, Renee Session 1 - Kllingenstein Lounge 
Bianconi, Ryan Session 3 - Ithaca Falls 
Biehn, Hannah Session 2 - Clark Lounge 
Bilodeau, Brian Session 3 - Klingenstein Lounge 
Bixler, Byron Session 1 - Kllingenstein Lounge
Blakeslee, Victoria Poster Session 8 & 9 - North Foyer 
Blanchard, Sydney Session 4 - Finalist Session - Clark Lounge
Blazek, Zachary Session 3 - Taughannock Falls 
Bond, Nicole Poster Session 8 & 9 - North Foyer
Bongermino, Anne Session 6 - Clark Lounge
Boyd, Matthew Session 6 - Emerson C 
Brancaccio, Susan Session 3 - Emerson B 
Brand, Kathleen Poster Session 3 & 4 - North Foyer
Branneman, Matt Poster Session 6 & 7 - North Foyer 
Brodsky, Natasha Poster Session 6 & 7 - North Foyer 
Bryant, Melanie Session 6 - Emerson A 
Bucior, Danielle Poster Session 5 - Finalist Session - North Foyer  
Bucior, Erika Poster Session 1 & 2 - North Foyer
Butler, Margaret Poster Session 8 & 9 - North Foyer
   
Cabisca, Kaleb Session 2 - Emerson C
Cahoon, Claire Session 9 - Clark Lounge 
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Canavan, Zoe Session 6 - Emerson C 
Cardichon, Jade Session 7 - Klingenstein Lounge 
Cardwell, Marissa Session 3 - Klingenstein Lounge  
Carleton, Margaret Session 3 - Emerson C 
Carlison, Melinda Session 5 - Finalist Session - Emerson B
Carne, Blair Poster Session 6 & 7 - North Foyer 
Carroll, April Session 7 - Clark Lounge
Caswell, Erik Session 6 - Emerson C; Session 6 - Klingenstein Lounge 
Cerdeno, Keren Session 5 - Taughannock Falls 
Chandler, Alexa Session 2 and Session 5 - Finalist Session - Emerson A
Chasse-Perry, Meghan Poster Session 3 & 4 - North Foyer 
Chen, Monica Session 2 - Taughannock Falls 
Chesbro, Cynthia Poster Session 8 & 9 - North Foyer 
Chi, Christopher Session 7 - Klingenstein Lounge  
Christian, Camille Session 6 - Emerson B 
Clarke, Chandler Session 5 - Taughannock Falls 
Clause II, George Session 2 - Emerson B 
Coates, Ben Session 2 - Taughannock Falls 
Coburn, Andrew Session 5 - Taughannock Falls 
Cohen, David Session 5 - Taughannock Falls  
Cohen, Shelby Poster Session 6 & 7 - North Foyer
Cohen, Valerie Session 5 - Finalist Session - Emerson A 
Colby, Tylor Session 6 - Klingenstein Lounge 
Coldren, Kevin Session 5 - Finalist Session - Ithaca Falls 
Coleman, Allison Poster Session 3 & 4 - North Foyer 
Collazo, Jasmine Poster Session 3 & 4 - North Foyer
Condon, Tara Session 5 - Finalist Session - Emerson A
Conklin, Emily Session 5 - Finalist Session - Taughannock Falls  
Conner, Zachary Poster Session 8 & 9 - North Foyer 
Conroe, Courtney Session 3 - Emerson B 
Considine, Daniel Session 5 - Finalist Session - Clark Lounge
Corry, Sarah Poster Session 5 - Finalist Session - North Foyer
Cowell, Jordan Session 5 - Finalist Session - Clark Lounge
Cripe, Samantha Session 5 - Finalist Session - Emerson B
Crobar, Kaitlyn Session 3 - Klingenstein Lounge 
Crowe, Katherine Session 5 - Finalist Session - Emerson A 
Cummins, Ryan Session 3 - Taughannock Falls
Curtis, Robin Reiterman  Session 2 - Taughannock Falls
Cusick, Kelly Poster Session 1 & 2 - North Foyer   
Daly, Grainne Poster Session 5 - Finalist Session - North Foyer 
Dankanich, Matt Poster Session 5 - Finalist Session - North Foyer
Davidoff, Gabrielle Poster Session 3 & 4 - North Foyer 
Davis, Brendan Session 1 - Emerson B 
Davis, Megan Poster Session 1 & 2 - North Foyer
DelBusso, Sonia Poster Session 1 & 2 - North Foyer
Dellea, Elizabeth Session 4 - Finalist Session - Ithaca Falls
Denardo, Courtney Poster Session 1 & 2 - North Foyer 
Denn-Thiele, Tyler Session 5 - Finalist Session - Emerson A
Dermady, Sarah Session 1 - Emerson A 
Di Francesco, Angela Poster Session 3 & 4 - North Foyer
DiFalco, Samantha Session 2 - Emerson C 
D
Dileone, Taylor Session 4 - Finalist Session - Emerson A
Dionne, Natalie Session 9 - Klingenstein Lounge 
DiSalvo, Joseph Session 2 - Emerson A
Dobbins, Jospeh Poster Session 6 & 7 - North Foyer 
Doran, Erin Session 5 - Finalist Session - Clark Lounge
Douglas-Allen, Stephan Session 3 - Klingenstein Lounge 
Doyle, Jimmy Session 2 - Taughannock Falls 
Drachman, Rachel Session 6 - Klingenstein Lounge 
Dunn, Caroline Session 1 - Emerson A 
Dussault, Megan Session 9 - Emerson A 
Dwyer, Kayla Session 2 - Clark Lounge    
Edwards, Xavier Session 3 - Clark Lounge
Ellis, Stacey-Ann Melissa Session 8 - Emerson A 
Ely, Catherine Session 5 - Taughannock Falls 
Erickson, Julie Session 2 - Kllingenstein Lounge
Erlandson, Anna Session 8 - Klingenstein Lounge 
Escano, Jose Session 3 - Klingenstein Lounge 
Ettelman, Zoe Poster Session 3 & 4 - North Foyer  
Famularo, Lisa Poster Session 1 & 2 - North Foyer
Faraci, Geneva Poster Session 6 & 7 - North Foyer
Farsi, Michael Poster Session 6 & 7 - North Foyer
Fausold, John Session 2 - Emerson A
Feiner, Madeline Session 5 - Finalist Session - Clark Lounge
Ferrante, Theresa Poster Session 5 - Finalist Session - North Foyer 
Ferres, Eva Garcia  Poster Session 6 & 7 - North Foyer
Figueroa, Venus Poster Session 3 & 4 - North Foyer 
 Poster Session 5 - Finalist Session - North Foyer
Finer, Zach Session 9 - Emerson A 
Finkelstein, Eric Session 4 - Finalist Session - Emerson A 
Flaim, Mariah Session 7 - Ithaca Falls 
Foote, Marieme Poster Session 1 & 2 - North Foyer 
Ford, Taylor Poster Session 5 - Finalist Session - North Foyer 
Friedeborn, Molly Session 8 - Emerson A 
Frisina, Cara Session 2 - Clark Lounge
Fung, Tak-Man Kimberly  Session 4 - Taughannock Falls
Gaul, Alexandra Poster Session 3 & 4 - North Foyer
Gaunt, Richard Session 7 - Emerson C 
Gelber, Liann Poster Session 5 - Finalist Session - North Foyer 
George, Braden Poster Session 3 & 4 - North Foyer 
Gerbig, Madeline Session 9 - Clark Lounge
Gibbs, Stephanie Session 2 - Clark Lounge
Gilbert, Rafael-Lev Session 5 - Finalist Session - Emerson C
Glaser, Liana Session 7 - Klingenstein Lounge 
Gluck, Madison Session 3 - Klingenstein Lounge 
Godreau, Nicole Session 6 - Clark Lounge
Goldberg, Megan Session 5 - Finalist Session - Clark Lounge
Golden, Kimberly Session 5 - Finalist Session - Clark Lounge
Goldman-Henley, Ravid Session 4 - Finalist Session - Emerson A
Goldstein, Ilana Session 5 - Finalist Session - Klingenstein Lounge 
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Gomez, Zaira Poster Session 3 & 4 - North Foyer
Gonzalez, Andres Session 6 - Emerson A
Gorden, Lia Poster Session 8 & 9 - North Foyer
Gowdy, Kristen Session 7 - Emerson A
Graham, Taylor Session 6 - Clark Lounge
Grande, Natalie Session 3 - Klingenstein Lounge 
Greenwood, Taylor Session 8 - Clark Lounge
Griffith, Khalil Session 1 - Clark Lounge
Gualtieri, Katelyn Session 6 - Clark Lounge 
Guevara, Kevin Session 9 - Clark Lounge    
Hall, Imani Session 6 - Finalist Session - Taughannock Falls
Hammond, Kenute Session 1 - Clark Lounge
Harbur, Luke Martin Session 7 - Emerson C
Hardy, Jordan Lloyd  Session 3 - Emerson B 
Hartley, Alison Session 7 - Klingenstein Lounge 
Haskins, Elena Session 2 - Taughannock Falls
Hayes, Danielle Session 3 - Klingenstein Lounge   
Hayes, Eli Poster Session 3 & 4 - North Foyer
Heisinger, Luke Session 5 - Finalist Session - Clark Lounge
Hejna, Jeffrey Session 7 - Ithaca Falls 
Hellwitz, Meghan Session 5 - Finalist Session - Emerson B
Hess, Charles Session 4 - Klingenstein Lounge 
Hitchcock, Sawyer Session 5 - Finalist Session - Klingenstein Lounge;  
 Session 9 - Clark Lounge
Hoffman, Alexandra Session 4 - Emerson B
Hohmeyer, Gretchen Session 8 - Clark Lounge
Holcomb, Rachael Session 2 - Emerson A
Holleran, Eleanor Session 2 - Emerson C 
Hoppenstein, Aryeh Session 5 - Taughannock Falls 
Horchler, Spencer Poster Session 8 & 9 - North Foyer
Horowitz , Emily Poster Session 8 & 9 - North Foyer 
Horowitz , Madeline Session 7 - Emerson B  
Hotchberger, Nathan Poster Session 3 & 4 - North Foyer
Hsu, Emily Poster Session 5 - Finalist Session - North Foyer  
Hubert, Mina Poster Session 8 & 9 - North Foyer
Hunter, Nuria Session 6 and Session 7 - Clark Lounge
Hurley, Jensen Session 3 - Emerson C
Hwa Reiner, Sun Session 8 - Klingenstein Lounge   
Jablonski, Josneiry Poster Session 6 & 7 - North Foyer;  
 Session 1 - Emerson A
Jacobson, John Session 2 - Taughannock Falls 
James, Kyle Poster Session 1 & 2 - North Foyer; Session 6 - Clark Lounge;  
 Session 7 - Emerson A
Jeon, Hannah Session 6 - Clark Lounge; Session 8 - Klingenstein Lounge 
Jones, Kayleigh Poster Session 8 & 9 - North Foyer
Joson, Arianne Session 7 - Emerson B 
Jung, Benjamin Poster Session 5 - Finalist Session - North Foyer  
Kalow, Joel Session 4 - Finalist Session - Clark Lounge
Kambe, Kanako Poster Session 6 & 7 - North Foyer




Kassim, Hadiza Poster Session 8 & 9 - North Foyer
Kawryga, Danielle Session 4 - Finalist Session - Emerson A
Keith, Tyler Session 5 - Finalist Session - Emerson A
Kilian, Peter Poster Session 5 - Finalist Session - North Foyer  
Kim, Chris Session 8 - Emerson C 
Klusky, Sara Session 5 - Finalist Session - Emerson A
Knight, Emily Poster Session 3 & 4 - North Foyer
Knight, Natalie Session 9 - Emerson A
Koehnken, Jillian Session 2 - Clark Lounge
Koval, Matthew Poster Session 5 - Finalist Session - North Foyer  
Kraus, Benjamin Poster Session 5 - Finalist Session - North Foyer
Kronenberg, Jamie Poster Session 5 - Finalist Session - North Foyer
Kusak, Haley Session 2 - Clark Lounge
Kustin, Daniel Session 4 - Finalist Session - Clark Lounge
LaBelle, Shannon Session 3 - Emerson C 
Lair, McKinleigh Session 4 - Finalist Session - Clark Lounge
Lane, Nicole Poster Session 6 & 7 - North Foyer
Lanphear, Chelsea Kaye Session 9 - Klingenstein Lounge 
Larsen, Devin Roy Session 5 - Finalist Session - Ithaca Falls
Latini, Allie Session 2 - Taughannock Falls 
Lauro, Oliver Session 2 - Clark Lounge 
Leary, Ryan Session 6 - Emerson A
LeClair, Nicholas Poster Session 5 - Finalist Session - North Foyer  
Lee, Amanda Poster Session 1 & 2 - North Foyer
Lee, Michelle Session 8 - Klingenstein Lounge 
Leerasanthanah, Prairwa Session 5 - Finalist Session - Klingenstein Lounge 
Leo, Courtney Session 5 - Finalist Session - Emerson C 
Lester, Nicole Session 2 - Ithaca Falls 
Lewis, Chloe Poster Session 3 & 4 - North Foyer
Lindeman, Carrie Poster Session 6 & 7 - North Foyer
Lloyd, Samuel Session 4 - Finalist Session - Ithaca Falls
Lockhart, Sedona Poster Session 8 & 9 - North Foyer 
Logsdon, Kaitlin Session 5 - Finalist Session - Clark Lounge
Lomanto, Nicholas Session 4 - Emerson B 
Lopez, Melani Session 3 - Clark Lounge 
Lowe, Brian Session 5 - Taughannock Falls 
Lurgio, Chase Poster Session 5 - Finalist Session - North Foyer  
Mack, Ari Poster Session 6 & 7 - North Foyer
Mader, Justin Session 2 - Ithaca Falls 
Marinaro, Derek Poster Session 8 & 9 - North Foyer
Martin, Danielle Session 5 - Finalist Session - Emerson C 
Matrassi, Kaitlyn Poster Session 5 - Finalist Session - North Foyer 
Mazellan, Kelsey Poster Session 5 - Finalist Session - North Foyer 
McCulloch, Stephanie Poster Session 1 & 2 - North Foyer; 
 Poster Session 5 - Finalist Session - North Foyer
McKeighan, Kate Poster Session 6 & 7 - North Foyer
McKim, Kelsey Session 6 - Clark Lounge
McManus, Aimee Session 6 - Klingenstein Lounge 
McNall, Leanne Session 7 - Emerson A 
Mecalianos, Rachel Session 1 - Emerson A  
L
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Melendez, Larissa Poster Session 6 & 7 - North Foyer
Menges, Maddy Session 6 - Finalist Session - Taughannock Falls  
Mertz, Jeffrey Session 8 - Ithaca Falls 
Mihelis, Nicole Poster Session 3 & 4 - North Foyer
Miller, Alison Poster Session 8 & 9 - North Foyer
Miller, Tanner Poster Session 6 & 7 - North Foyer
Miller, Victoria-Lyn Session 5 - Taughannock Falls 
Miller, Zoë Session 6 - Finalist Session - Taughannock Falls 
Minoso, Diamond Poster Session 8 & 9 - North Foyer
Mislak, Mikayla Session 4 - Klingenstein Lounge 
Mohler, Carson Session 9 - Emerson A 
Moisan, Rosalyn Session 8 - Klingenstein Lounge 
Moise, Alaina Poster Session 8 & 9 - North Foyer;  
 Session 7 - Klingenstein Lounge 
Mooney, Marisa Poster Session 3 & 4 - North Foyer 
Moore, Cassandra Session 8 - Klingenstein Lounge 
Moriarty, Erica Session 4 - Emerson C; Session 6 - Clark Lounge
Morris, Charles Session 6 - Clark Lounge
Mugnolo, Bryn Session 2 - Taughannock Falls
Muise, Giovanna Poster Session 5 - Finalist Session - North Foyer 
Muldoon, Lauren Session 2 - Clark Lounge
Mun, Kyle Poster Session 6 & 7 - North Foyer 
Murphy, Andrew Session 3 - Ithaca Falls 
Murphy, Helen Session 1 - Clark Lounge
Murray, Rachael Session 2 - Clark Lounge
Mussalli, Victoria Session 4 - Finalist Session - Clark Lounge
Neumaier, Anna Session 2 - Taughannock Falls 
Newman, Rebecca Poster Session 1 & 2 - North Foyer
Nishi, Julie Session 6 - Clark Lounge
Novaton, Krystal Session 7 - Klingenstein Lounge 
O’Brien, Christopher Poster Session 6 & 7 - North Foyer
O’Brien, Nicole Poster Session 5 - Finalist Session - North Foyer 
Olson, Kristin Session 5 - Finalist Session - Emerson C
Olson, Sierra Session 6 - Emerson A 
O’Meara, Colleen Session 2 - Clark Lounge
Orrell, Timothy Session 8 - Klingenstein Lounge
Osgood, Lindsay Poster Session 3 & 4  - North Foyer
O’Toole, Liam Session 7 - Clark Lounge
Ovalle, Jessica Poster Session 3 & 4 - North Foyer
Owens, Sam Poster Session 8 & 9 - North Foyer
Patrascu, Veronica Session 2 - Clark Lounge
Per, Tara Poster Session 8 & 9 - North Foyer
Persaud, Dillon Session 1 - Ithaca Falls 
Phillips, Ayana Session 5 - Finalist Session - Emerson A
Phillips, Casey Session 3 - Klingenstein Lounge
Piasecki-Masters, Colette Poster Session 5 - Finalist Session - North Foyer
Piech, Elena Session 2 - Taughannock Falls
Piraneo, Sam Poster Session 6 & 7 - North Foyer




Pittman, Nicholas Session 6 - Ithaca Falls
Plummer, Kayla Session 6 - Emerson B
Pompey, Kristen Poster Session 3 & 4 - North Foyer
Popple, Alisa Session 2 - Clark Lounge
Popzlatev, Kaloyan Session 6 - Ithaca Falls
Potts, Kenneth Session 3 - Ithaca Falls
Pouy, Nicole Session 3 - Taughannock Falls
Praderio, Rocco Session 3 - Klingenstein Lounge 
Puls, Dexter Poster Session 8 & 9 - North Foyer
Putnam, Carrine Poster Session 5 - Finalist Session - North Foyer
Rankin, Max Poster Session 5 - Finalist Session - North Foyer
Raposo, Daniella Session 5 - Taughannock Falls
Recckio, Dominick Session 5 - Finalist Session and Session 6 - Clark Lounge
Reightler, Lauren Session 6 - Emerson A
Rizk, Michael Session 5 - Finalist Session - Klingenstein Lounge
Robbins, Molly Poster Session 8 & 9 - North Foyer
Robison, Hannah Session 4 - Finalist Session - Emerson A
Rodenhouse, Andrew Session 4 - Taughannock Falls
Rose, Marcia Session 3 - Clark Lounge
Rosen, Jeffrey Poster Session 6 & 7 - North Foyer
Ryan, Lauren Session 2 - Clark Lounge
Sacco, Shannah Session 8 - Emerson C
Sadwin, Kelly Session 4 - Finalist Session - Ithaca Falls
Santiago-Boyd, Andrea Session 8 - Ithaca Falls
Sartori, Rachelle Session 1 - Emerson A
Sava, Erica Poster Session 6 & 7 - North Foyer
Scheiner, Jacklyn Session 2 - Taughannock Falls
Schmidlin, Sarah  Poster Session 1 & 2 - North Foyer
Schuster, Emily Session 8 - Emerson C
Schuttrumpf, Cassie Poster Session 8 & 9 - North Foyer
Seck, Ndella Session 5 - Taughannock Falls
Seger, Alexa Session 5 - Taughannock Falls
Shaffer, Samantha Session 2 - Emerson B
Shah, Shreya Session 5 - Finalist Session - Taughannock Falls
Shoemaker, Jordan Session 4 - Klingenstein Lounge
Siegel, Alison Session 5 - Finalist Session - Emerson B
Silverman, Jeff Poster Session 8 & 9 - North Foyer
Simkins, Rachel Poster Session 6 & 7 - North Foyer
Sioris, Sophia Session 7 - Klingenstein Lounge 
Smialek, Olivia Session 7 - Klingenstein Lounge
Smith, Joyce Session 1 - Emerson A
Smucker, Jonathan Session 5 - Finalist Session - Ithaca Falls
Sopp, Courtney Session 2 - Clark Lounge
Spilman, Nathaniel Session 2 - Emerson B
Sprung, Joseph Poster Session 8 & 9 - North Foyer
Stahl, Cody Poster Session 8 & 9 - North Foyer
Steinhoff, Erica Session 6 - Clark Lounge
Stephan, Amanda Poster Session 8 & 9 - North Foyer
Stern, Brandon Session 1 - Emerson B
Stolting, Cassandra Poster Session 8 & 9 - North Foyer
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Sumner, Esther Session 2 - Clark Lounge
Swenarton, Timothy Session 6 - Klingenstein Lounge 
Tallon, Drew Poster Session 6 & 7 - North Foyer
Themea, Sean Session 4 - Emerson B
Tierney, Anne Poster Session 3 & 4 - North Foyer
Tjie, Daniel Session 6 - Ithaca Falls
Tolette, Robert Poster Session 1 & 2 - North Foyer
Tom, Carissa Session 2 - Clark Lounge
Tracy, Megan Poster Session 6 & 7 - North Foyer
Trad, Hannah Poster Session 3 & 4 - North Foyer
Tran, Ngan Session 5 - Finalist Session - Emerson C
Trombley, Madalyn Session 7 - Emerson B
Tynczuk, Kaitlyn Session 2 - Clark Lounge;  
 Session 5 - Finalist Session - Clark Lounge
Unger, Jacqueline Xujing Session 3 - Emerson A
Van de Wall, Evan Session 5 - Finalist Session - Ithaca Falls
VandeSande, Kayla Poster Session 5 - Finalist Session - North Foyer
VanTuyl, Alexandria Session 3 - Klingenstein Lounge 
Vaughn, Colleen Poster Session 6 & 7 - North Foyer
Veltri, Rosemarie Poster Session 3 & 4 - North Foyer; 
 Poster Session 5 - Finalist Session - North Foyer
Veninsky, Rebecca Session 3 - Taughannock Falls
Ventrelli, Gregory Poster Session 8 & 9 - North Foyer
Villani, Michael Session 7 - Klingenstein Lounge 
Vischer, Oliver Session 8 - Ithaca Falls 
Vizgaitis, Allison Session 5 - Finalist Session - Emerson B
Walsh, Jennifer Session 5 - Finalist Session - Klingenstein Lounge;  
 Session 9 - Clark Lounge
Warfle, Emily Poster Session 5 - Finalist Session - North Foyer; 
 Session 4 - Finalist Session - Emerson A
Welton, Leila Session 2 - Clark Lounge
Whalen, Liam Session 2 - Taughannock Falls 
White, Jaime Session 1 - Emerson A
Wilcox, Hannah Poster Session 8 & 9 - North Foyer
Willamson, Julia Session 5 - Finalist Session - Clark Lounge
Willett, Charity Session 2 - Ithaca Falls 
Williams, Emily Session 2 - Clark Lounge
Wirth, Megan Session 6 - Finalist Session - Taughannock Falls
Woodilla, Catherine Session 2 - Taughannock Falls
Wormsley, Caitlin Session 9 - Klingenstein Lounge 
Yaari, Lior Poster Session 5 - Finalist Session - North Foyer
Yarnell, Alex Poster Session 8 & 9 - North Foyer
Yong, Cindy Session 2 - Kllingenstein Lounge
Yowan, Taylor Session 4 - Taughannock Falls
Zihui Adams, Christine Session 3 - Emerson A
Zuckerman, Marissa Poster Session 1 & 2 - North Foyer


























































































Special thanks to the following:
Drew Hammond (Information Technology Services [ITS]),  
 Paul Galgoczy (audio visual), and staff for technical support
Peter Alario and staff at the Office of Campus Center and Event Services;
Kelly Stern, Strategic Marketing and Communications
Ithaca College Toastmasters
“The Whalen Symposium Steering Committee is thrilled that so many dedicated  
students from multiple disciplines will be presenting at this year’s Whalen Symposium. 
We congratulate you and your faculty sponsors for your hard work and collaboration. 
Please join us in celebrating this day of student research, scholarship, and creative 
inquiry.”
 Yvonne Rogalski
 Chair, Whalen Symposium Steering Committee
